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Abstract

The objectives of this report are to develop and to describe the auxiliary

liquid metal and cover gas management systems of KALIMER . The

system includes following systems:

(1) Auxiliary liquid metal system

- sodium receiving and transfer subsystem

- intermediate sodium processing subsystem

- primary sodium processing subsystem

(2) Inert gas receiving and processing system

- helium distribution subsystem

- argon distribution subsystem

- nitrogen distribution subsystem

(3) Impurity monitoring and analysis system

Auxiliary liquid metal and cover gas management system of

KALIMER was developed. The functions of the system and design

basis were described. The system has following features:

The auxiliary liquid metal system receives, transfers, and purifies all

sodium used in the plant. The system furnishes the required sodium

quantity at the pressure, temperature, flow rate, and purity specified by

the interfacing systems. Two methods are provided for supplying

sodium to the plant. For initial filling of the reactor module and the

intermediate system, sodium is supplied by rail tank cars. For sodium

makeup, sodium is supplied from drums.
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The intermediate sodium processing subsystem (ISPS) provides

continuous purification of IHTS sodium, as well as performs the initial

fill operation for both the IHTS and reactor vessel. The ISPS is

comprised of an EM pump, an air-cooled cold trap, and interconnecting

piping and valves. For the purification of intermediate sodium, sodium

dump tank(SDT) is used as intermediate reservoir tank. First, sodium

from steam generator over flow is collected in the SDT, and it is flowed

to the cold trap through EM pump. Purified sodium is returned to the

steam generator hot leg. Each IHTS loop is provided with a separate,

independent purification system. The ISPS cold trap system

continuously purifies IHTS sodium during all modes of IHTS operation.

Prior to plant startup, the ISPS is temporarily connected to the reactor

vessel to allow for the initial fill of fresh primary sodium from the SDT.

The primary sodium processing subsystem provides purification (cold

trapping) for sodium used in the reactor vessel. For the reactor refueling

shutdown periods and during reactor operation, in-reactor cold traps are

operated when the impurity concentration of the primary sodium is high.

The in-reactor cold trap is integrated with each EM pump.

The inert gas receiving and processing(IGRP) system provides liquified

and ambient gas storage, delivers inert gases of specified composition

and
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purity at regulated flow rates and pressures to points of usage

throughout the KALIMER, and accepts the contaminated gases through

its vacuum facilities for storage and transfer to the gas radwaste system.

Three gases are used in the KALIMER : helium, argon, and nitrogen.

Helium is used for reactor cover gas and for the fuel handling equipment.

Argon is used for cover gas for both the IHTS and the auxiliary sodium

systems. Nitrogen gas is used for cover gas for control and mitigation

of sodium-water reaction, and use as a coolant in the primary sodium

processing subsystem.

The impurity monitoring and analysis system provides sampling,

monitoring and analysis of the sodium and nitrogen, helium and argon

gas in the KALIMER.

The primary sodium monitoring subsystem consists of a plugging

temperature indicator (PTI) connected to the primary sodium processing

subsystem (PSPS) in the auxiliary liquid metal system. Flow through the

PTI is provided by the PSPS sodium EM pump. The intermediate

sodium monitoring subsystem consists of a plugging temperature

indicator (PTI) connected to the intermediate sodium processing system

(ISPS) in the auxiliary liquid metal system.
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I. Introduction

The main objectives of this report are to 1) prepare the design

requirements of auxiliary system, 2) develop and describe the basic features

of auxiliary system of KALIMER.

Auxiliary system plays important roles in liquid metal reactor. It consists

of 1) auxiliary liquid metal system, 2) inert gas receiving and processing

system, 3) Impurity monitoring and analysis system, 4) refueling system,

and 5) other auxiliary systems.

Auxiliary liquid metal system receives, transfers and purifies all sodium

used in the plant. The system furnishes the required sodium quantity at the

pressure, temperature, flowrate, and purity specified by the interfacing

system. There are many types of auxiliary liquid metal systems of liquid

metal reactor in the world. Each system has its own features and

characteristics. Continuous purification of primary sodium is done in the

MONJU(Japan) and SUPERPHENIX(France), whereas no purification is

performed during reactor operation in the ALMR(USA). Purification mode

is dependent on the reactor capacity and sealing method of reactor head

Inert gas receiving and processing system provides liquified and ambient

gas storage, delivers inert gases of specified composition and purity at

regulated flow rates and pressures to points of usage throughout

KALIMER. Argon is generally used as cover gas for primary and

intermediate sodium. But helium is used as reactor cover gas in ALMR.



In this report, development of auxiliary liquid metal/ cover gas management

systems were carried out and the features of the systems are briefly

described.



2. Description of Inert Gas Receiving and Processing

System

2.1 Inert Gas Receiving and Processing System

2.1.1 Design Bases

Functions

The inert gas receiving and processing system (IGRPS) shall perform

the following functions:

1. Receive, store, transfer, distribute and process inert gas used on

site.

2. Provide helium cover gas for the Reactor System.

3. Provide helium atmosphere for the fuel receiving, storage and

shipping system in the fuel cycle facility.

4. Provide argon cover gas for the intermediate heat transfer system

(IHTS) loops.

5. Provide a purge capability for use in conjunction with drain of the

IHTS for maintenance purposes.

6. Provide a nitrogen purge capability for the sodium water reaction

pressure relief subsystem (SWRPRS) and steam generator system

following a steam generator design basis leak.

7.Provide vapor traps for all inert gases discharged from sodium

systems.

8.Provide vacuum for sodium transfer and gas analysis purposes.



The inert gas receiving and processing system (IGRPS) consists of

the following subsystems.

1) helium distribution subsystem

2) argon distribution subsystem

3) nitrogen distribution subsystem.

Process Requirements

The design of the inert gas receiving and processing system shall be

consistent with the following general requirements:

1. Provide a total on-site helium, argon and nitrogen storage

capacity to satisfy design usage requirements for 15 days.

2. Provide separate distribution headers, with the necessary controls

and instrumentation, to deliver gaseous helium, argon and nitrogen to the

systems to be serviced.

3. Collect and transfer to the gaseous radwaste system all gases

exhausted from the reactor system and all radioactive gas exhausted from

the refueling system.

The cover gases shall be dry and of low oxygen and other impurity

content to prevent oxidation of sodium (Table 2-1). Gas sample

connections shall be provided to allow samples of incoming gases to be

collected for analysis by Impurity Monitoring and Analysis System.

Gas sample points shall be provided at the cover gas of each sodium



system or component to obtain inert gas samples prior to sodium fill and

during plant operation.

Redundant argon supply systems shall be provided for the IHTS

cover gas system. The gas systems shall be designed to alarm on low

supply header pressure and automatically change over when one supply

source is exhausted.

2.1.2 Summary Description

The inert gas receiving and processing system (IGRPS) provides

liquified and ambient gas supply storage, delivers inert gases of specified

composition and purity at regulated flow rates and pressures to points of

usage throughout the KALIMER plant, and accepts the contaminated

gases through its vacuum and compressor facilities for storage and

transfer to the gas radwaste system. Helium is supplied for reactor cover

gas, reactor service building inert atmospheres, spent fuel shipping cask

(SFSC) and fuel transfer cask (FTC) inerting, and ports. Argon gas is

provided as cover gas for both the IHTS and the auxiliary sodium systems.

Nitrogen gas is provided for cover gas for control and mitigation of

sodium- water reactions and for use as a coolant in the primary sodium

processing subsystem. Vacuum pumps, compressors, and vessels are used

to transfer radioactive gas.

The IGRPS comprises three process subsystems. The subsystems

and their functions are:



1. Helium distribution subsystem; distributes fresh and recycle helium

for reactor cover gas, provides vacuum services and helium supply for the

fuel handling cell (FHC) atmosphere, and monitors inerted FHC

atmospheres for radioactivity and impurity level. Helium is also used for

inerting SFSC, FTC, ports, and floor valves.

2. Argon distribution subsystem; principally distributes fresh argon to

the cover gas spaces of the IHTS. Argon is also used as cover gas in

auxiliary sodium systems and in the annulus of the reactor containment

vessel.

3. Nitrogen distribution subsystem; principally distributes fresh

nitrogen to inert and pressurize the steam generator (SG) and to purge the

sodium water reaction pressure relief system (SWRPRS) following a

sodium water reaction. Nitrogen is also used as an inert cooling gas for

the primary sodium processing subsystem.

Helium Gas Distribution Subsystem

The helium gas distribution subsystem is composed of helium gas

storage tanks, pressure regulatory valves, stop valyes, piping, gas bottles,

filters, and relief systems. Components of helium gas distribution system

are given in Table 2-3 and the reactor cover gas supplying and processing

system is shown in Figure 2-1.

1. A fixed helium gas supply subsystem is provided for the reactor

cover gas. The reactor vessel cover gas clean up sequence is given in



Table 2-2. The subsystem consists of helium supply, vacuum pump with

receiver tank, vapor traps, helium storage tank, and necessary piping,

valves, instrumentation and controls to complete the installation. This

subsystem also receives recycled helium from gaseous radwaste and

manages the flow and pressure control of the helium cover gas for the

reactor.

2. Helium is supplied from gas cylinders to the fuel handling cell

(FHC) in the fuel cycle building to maintain cell purity. Initial helium fill

will be from helium tank trucks.

Argon Gas Distribution Subsystem

The argon gas distribution subsystem is composed of liquid argon

supply tanks, pressure regulating valves, stop valves, piping, gas cylinders,

filters, and relief systems. It will be provided to service the intermediate

heat transport system (IHTS) and the auxiliary liquid metal systems. The

argon for IHTS is distributed to the SGBs for use as a cover gas in the

IHTS, IHTS cold traps, and sodium-water reaction Pressure relief

subsystem (SWRPRS) rupture disc areas. Auxiliary intermediate sodium

systems are supplied with argon for system evacuation and backfill. The

reactor containment vessel is supplied with argon for inerting. The

primary sodium service vault is supplied with argon as cover gas for the

sodium processing and sampling systems, and primary sodium storage

vessel.



Nitrogen Gas Distribution Subsystem

Nitrogen is supplied to the steam generator to pressurize it with inert

gas following a sodium water reaction and to the SWRPRS to purge the

system of gaseous reaction products following a sodium water reaction.

Nitrogen is provided to the primary sodium process subsystem to serve as

an inert cooling gas for the primary cold trap. Nitrogen is also provided to

service stations for maintenance operations.

The nitrogen gas distribution subsystem is composed of liquid

nitrogen supply tanks, vaporizers, pressure control valves, stop valves,

piping, filters, and relief systems.



2.2 Impurity Monitoring and Analysis System

2.2.1 Design Bases

Functions

The impurity monitoring and analysis system shall perform the

following functions:

1. Intermittently monitor the sodium impurity levels in the

intermediate sodium systems during plant operation and alarm on

abnormal plugging (saturation) temperatures.

2. Intermittently monitor sodium impurity levels in the primary

sodium systems during refueling operation and alarm on abnormal

plugging (saturation) temperatures

3. Intermittently sample sodium in the intermediate sodium systems

during all normal plant operating conditions and in the primary sodium

system (reactor vessel) during refueling.

4.Collect, identify and analyze samples of sodium for chemical and

radio-chemical analysis from all sodium systems.

5. Collect, identify and analyze samples of cover gas from a) the

reactor vessel (helium), b) the SWRPRS (argon/nitrogen), c) the fuel

receiving, storage and shipping system (helium), and d) the IHTS (argon).

6. Collect, identify and analyze samples of incoming nitrogen, helium

and argon.

7. Laboratory general equipment for the analysis of sodium and



gas samples shall be provided by the balance of plant maintenance system.

Process Requirements

The impurity monitoring and analysis system shall be designed to

meet the following process requirements.

A primary sodium plugging temperature indicator (PTI) shall be

provided for each reactor nuclear steam supply system. These plugging

indicators will interface with the primary sodium processing subsystem

(auxiliary liquid metal system) and will be used during reactor refueling.

An intermediate sodium plugging temperature indicator shall be

provided for each reactor module. These plugging indicators will interface

with the intermediate sodium processing subsystem (auxiliary liquid metal

system) and will be used during plant operation.

Suitable valves shall be provided in conjunction with the plugging

temperature indicators so that monitoring and sampling can be performed

independently from the cold trap operations.

A monitoring subsystem shall be provided to sample or monitor the

impurity levels in the primary sodium systems (reactor system) during

plant refueling operation. The monitoring subsystem shall be readily

replaceable or be redundant.

Reactor cover gas sampling stations shall be provided to collect for

analysis of a sample of the helium cover gas (reactor system) during

reactor cold standby operation.
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Gas sampling stations shall be provided to collect for analysis a

sample of the IHTS argon cover gas monthly during plant operation.

Gas sampling stations shall be provided to collect for analysis a

sample of the SWRPRS argon cover gas (intermediate heat transport

system) monthly during plant operation.

A gas sampling station shall be provided to collect for analysis a

sample of the primary sodium storage vessel (auxiliary liquid metal

system) argon cover gas monthly during vessel operation.

A gas sampling station shall be provided to collect for analysis a

sample of the helium atmosphere in the fuel handling cell monthly during

system operation.

A gas sampling station shall be provided to collect for analysis a

sample of the helium atmosphere in the interim transport system (reactor

refueling system) after inerting.

Gas sampling stations shall be provided to collect for analysis a

sample of incoming helium, nitrogen and argon gases.

Gas sample bottles and liquid metal samplers shall be provided by the

impurity monitoring and analysis system.

2.2.2 System Description

The impurity monitoring and analysis system provides sampling ,

monitoring and analysis of the plant sodium systems and the plant

nitrogen, helium and argon gas systems in the plant, and acceptance



sampling and analysis of incoming sodium, argon, helium and nitrogen.

Impurities in the sodium coolant, reactor cover gas and intermediate

sodium system argon are monitored to aid the reactor operator in

maintaining proper sodium and cover gas purity levels and to provide

information on potential degradation of components. Impurities in the

coolant cover gas can indicate the presence of leaks, tube failure or other

off-standard conditions.

Primary Sodium Monitoring

The primary sodium monitoring subsystem consists of a plugging

temperature indicator (PTI) connected to the primary sodium processing

subsystem (PSPS) in the auxiliary liquid metal system. Flow through the

PTI is provided by the PSPS sodium EM pump. There is one PTI for each

power block and it is used to monitor the primary sodium purity. This

occurs during initial sodium fill and during refueling, that is, when the

reactor is shutdown.

Intermediate Sodium Monitoring

The intermediate sodium monitoring subsystem consists of a

plugging temperature indicator (PTI) connected to the intermediate

sodium processing system (ISPS) in the auxiliary liquid metal system.

Flow through the PTI is provided by the ISPS sodium EM pump. There is

one PTI for each IHTS and it is used to monitor the intermediate sodium

12



purity during IHTS operation.

Primary Sodium Sampling

A primary sodium sample station is provided for each power block

and is connected to the primary sodium purification subsystem (PSPS).

Sodium samples are obtained using the by-pass sampling method and will

be analyzed primarily for oxygen and hydrogen. Sodium samples can be

taken from the reactor modules during sodium fill, hot stand-by or

refueling conditions. The primary sodium sample stations are located in

the primary sodium equipment vaults in the reactor building. Sodium flow

13



Table 2-1 Cover gas purity requirements*

The purity of each cover gas as received shall be as follows:

Argon : 99.9%% minimum (by volume)

Helium: 99.9945% miniumum (by volume)

The impurities in the cover gas as received shall not exceed the limits listed in this

tabulation.

C<net Gas Impurity Limits

Jmpurirv

Water

Oxygen

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

Carbon dioxide

Carbon monoxide

Hydrocarbon gases (as ntetlianc)

Krypton

Xenon

Neon

Limit fpDm. volume)

Argon

6

5

2

15

1

5

0.1

0 02

6

Helium

6

5

2

15

1

1

s
lit

oo>

:o

•Equivalent lo ROT Standard MU-IT
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2-2 Reactor vessel cover gas clean up sequence

o Evacuate the reactor vessel to the rceiver tank

o Pressurize the reactor vessel to atmospheric pressure with clean helium

o Connect the sodium purification system(method and procedure will be

determined)

o Clean up the receiver tank helium with charcoal delay bed and tranfer to the

storage tank

o Recover the tag gas from the storage tank helium and transfer clean helium

to the recycle tank

o Analysis the cover gas of the recycle tank and transfer the cover gas to

radwaste system if h is not usable

o Refuel and seal reactor vessel

o Cold trap to 2 ppm oxygen and disconnect sodium purification system

o Evacuate the reactor cover gas to 0 04Mpa

15



Table 2-3 Helium aas distribution system

Component

0 Reactor helium distribution subsystem
•Vacuum pump

•Receiver lank

•Storage tank

•Recycle tank

•Transfer (.ink

•Helium filter

•Vapor trap

0 Refueling helium subsystem

Material

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

Location Comments

•- Air cooled, single stage,
-1 inch diameter of inlet and outlet connections
• Controlled by remote on/off switch with automatic alarm and shut off

on high receiver pressure

•- Horizontal vessel
- Designed for 1.7MPa at 150°C (ASME B&PV Code. Section III)

•- Horizontal vessel
-Ddesingncd for 1.7MPa at 150*C (ASME B&PV Code, Section III)

•• Mounted on cover gas vehicle
- Dcsingned for l.TMPa at 150'C (ASME B&PV Code, Section III)

•- Desingncd for 1.7MPa at 150'C (ASME B&PV Code, Section VIII)
- Sintered disk of porous SS, having a mean pore size of 20 microns

•- Insulated and trace heated
• Isolation valve provides

•Provide helium to inert the vessel prior to sodium fill
•0 007MPa cover gas after sodium fill



Figure 2-1 Reactor cover eas supply and processing subsystem



3. Description of Auxiliary Liquid Metal Systems

The auxiliary liquid metal system receives, transfers, and purifies all

sodium used in the plant. The system is comprised of the following

subsystems:

1. Sodium Receiving and Transfer Subsystem (SRTS)

2. Intermediate Sodium Processing Subsystem (ISPS)

3. Primary Sodium Processing Subsystem (PSPS)

3.1 Design Bases

Functions

The auxiliary intermediate liquid metal systems include the sodium

receiving and transfer subsystem and the intermediate sodium processing

subsystem (ISPS). It performs the following functions:

1. Receives, melts, and transfers to storage all sodium delivered to the

site.

2. Provides the capability to transfer the intermediate sodium for off-

site disposal.

3. Purifies the sodium in the intermediate heat transport system (IHTS)

or in the sodium dump tank (SDT) continuously or intermittently.

4. Provides the capability to fill the IHTS loop or SDT (intermediate

heat transport system) with sodium using the ISPS EM pump.

5. Provides the capability to transfer sodium between the IHTS loop

and SDT.

6. Provides the capability to fill the reactor vessel initially with non-

radioactive sodium using the ISPS EM pumps.

18



7.Provides sodium sample connections for the impurity monitoring and

analysis system for fresh sodium and sodium in the IHTS loop.

The auxiliary primary liquid metal systems consist of the primary

sodium processing subsystem and the primary sodium storage vessel

purification subsystem. This system performs the following functions:

1. Purifies the primary sodium in the reactor vessel during refueling and

during normal reactor operation.

2. Provides sodium transfer and storage facilities (the necessity of

primary sodium storage vessel is TBD) for the primary sodium.

3. Provides heat removal for the coolants used in the PSPS cold trap

and the in-reactor cold traps

4. Provide sodium to the primary sodium plugging indicator.

5. Provide primary sodium sample connections for Impurity Monitoring

and Analysis System.

3.2 Process Requirements

General

All fresh sodium shall be filtered prior to transfer to systems or storage

vessels There shall be no permanent piping connections between the

intermediate and primary sodium cooling auxiliary systems. Capability to

sample incoming sodium shall be provided. All components and piping

containing sodium or sodium vapor shall be thermally insulated and

electrically trace heated.

All Auxiliary Liquid Metal System piping and equipment containing

sodium shall be equipped with accessible sodium leak detectors of



sufficient sensitivity to detect sodium leaks soon enough to minimize

damage due to corrosion or fire. All valves shall have a leak detector

installed between the stem seal and the backup stem seal.

To minimize the probability of a sodium-water reaction in the event of

a sodium leak or water line break, water lines shall not be routed in the

vicinity of sodium-containing equipment except in the area of the steam

generators.

Sodium Receiving and Transfer Subsystem

The sodium receiving and transfer subsystem shall:

1 Provide the capability for melting and transfer of all plant sodium to

the IHTS loop, reactor vessel, or SDT from railroad cars or drums.

Sodium unloading capability, transfer from plant sodium systems to tank

cars, shall also be provided.

2. Pro vide the capability to melt the contents of a sodium railroad tank

car. The tank car melt station shall be portable to allow rail movement to

each steam generator building.

3. Pro vide temporary insulated and trace heated piping for transfer of

sodium from the tank cars to the above stated destinations.

4.Provide the capability to transfer sodium from, the tank car by gravity

and/or pressurization with argon cover gas.

5.Provide a portable sodium drum unloading station to supply small

quantities of sodium to the various systems as needed. The drum station

shall have the capability of handling two 200-liter drums simultaneously.

Intermediate Sodium Processing Subsystem (ISPS)

20



The intermediate sodium processing subsystem shall provide for the

continuous removal of impurities from the sodium contained in the IHTS

in order to maintain a level of purification necessary for that system to

operate properly for its flail design life of 60 years.

The capacity of the sodium processing system shall be such that the

entire volume of sodium contained in the IHTS loop may be processed

approximately three times in a 24-hour period.

The capacity of the purification components shall be based either on

the oxygen and hydrogen in-leakage expected during startup, normal plant

operation or on tritium removal considerations. The capacity shall not be

based on IHTS sodium cleanup after a sodium-water reaction.

The purification system shall have the capability of cold trapping the

IHTS at normal, hot standby and refueling conditions. The purification

system shall have the capability of cold trapping the SDT at sodium fill

conditions. The cold traps shall have a minimum capacity to cold trap the

IHTS at normal operating conditions for 3 years (after initial clean-up of

the IHTS sodium).

The cold trap EM pumps shall have the capability to fill the IHTS

and/or the reactor vessel (using temporary piping) with sodium from the

SDT. The intermediate sodium cold traps and EM pumps shall be cooled

by air.

Primary Sodium Processing Subsystem

The primary sodium processing subsystem shall provide for the removal

of impurities from the sodium in the reactor vessel during refueling and

during reactor operation conditions.

21



Two cold traps shall be provided, which is integrated with primary EM

pump.

The capacity of the sodium processing subsystem during refuelling shall

be such that the entire volume of sodium contained in the reactor vessel

may be processed at least once every 24-hour period.

22



3.3 System Description

Summary Description

The auxiliary liquid metal system receives, transfers, and purifies all

sodium used in the plant. The system furnishes the required sodium

quantity at the pressure, temperature, flow rate, and purity specified by

the interfacing systems. The system is comprised of the necessary

equipment and facilities to receive, purify, and transfer the plant sodium.

The system equipment includes sodium melt stations, filtration units,

pumps, blowers, heat exchangers, and cold traps as well as the necessary

piping, supports, valves, instrumentation and controls to complete the

installation. Components description and design parameters of auxiliary

liquid metal system are shown in Table 3-1 and 3-2 respectively.

The sodium receiving and transfer subsystem (SRTS) provides for the

initial fill of all plant sodium systems. The principal function of the

subsystem is to melt the fresh sodium received for each reactor module

solidified in tank cars, purify, and transfer it to the intermediate heat

transport system (IHTS).

The intermediate sodium processing subsystem (ISPS) provides for the

purification of the sodium in the IHTS The ISPS is comprised of an EM

pump, an air-cooled cold trap, and interconnecting piping and valves. The

EM pump takes suction from the IHTS sodium dump tank(SDT),

circulates through the cold trap and returns it to the IHTS cold leg. Each

IHTS loop is provided with a separate, independent purification system.

The ISPS cold trap system continuously purifies IHTS sodium during all

modes of IHTS operation. Connections are provided to allow for the

transfer of sodium between the IHTS loop and the sodium dump tank



(SDT) and for the purification of sodium stored in the SDT. Prior to plant

startup, the ISPS is temporarily connected to the reactor vessel to allow

for the initial fill of fresh primary sodium from the SDT.

Sodium Receiving and Transfer Subsystem

The sodium receiving and transfer subsystem provides the sodium

required by KALIMER. The sodium receiving and transfer subsystem

provides the capability to melt the contents of a sodium tank car or

sodium drum, filter it, and transfer it to the ISPS EM pump. Figure 3-1

shows the plot plan of sodium unloading station.

Intermediate Sodium Processing Subsystem (ISPS)

The intermediate sodium processing subsystem provides continuous

purification of IHTS sodium, as well as performs the initial fill operation

for both the IHTS and reactor vessel. Each IHTS loop is equipped with

its own ISPS.

The cold trap and air blower are located in the cold trap equipment

vault in the steam generator facility(SGF). The EM pump is located below

the SDT to ensure sufficient suction head (NPSH) under all modes of

operation. The ISPS piping connects to the IHTS at the cold leg and at

the SWRPRS(Figure 3-2).

The ISPS piping is also connected to the sodium monitoring and

sampling system (in the impurity monitoring and analysis system) to allow

for the measurement of IHTS sodium purity.
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Primary Sodium Processing Subsystem (PSPS)

The primary sodium processing subsystem provides purification (cold

trapping) and storage for sodium used in the reactor vessel. Primary

sodium purification occurs during reactor refueling shutdown periods as

well as reactor operation periods. Prior to initial plant startup, the PSPS is

used to purify the fresh sodium in order to "clean" the internals of the

reactor vessel. The PSPS is hardened (seismic category 1) and is designed

to handle primary sodium outside the confines of the reactor vessel during

refueling operation. Schematics of primary sodium processing subsystem

is shown in Figure3-3. The system is comprised of the following

components:

- EM Pump (the PSPS EM pump)

-Cold Trap (integrated cold trap in reactor vessel)

-NaK supply tank

-Nitrogen Supply Tank

-Air Blower(NaK and nitrogen cooling)

-Interconnecting Piping and Valves

25



Table 3-1 Auxiliary liauid metal svstem structural design parameters
Subsystenfor
Component

Na Receivlne
Sodium Piping
Fresh Sodiin Filters
Valves
Tanks

Intermediate sodium
Processing Subsystem
Piping
IHTS to EM Pump
Pump to Cold Trap
Cold Trap to IHTS
Cold Trap to SDT
SDT to Pump
Components
EM Pump
Cold Traps:

Economizer
Crystalizer

Air Blowers
Valves
Primary Sodium
Processing Subsystem
Comoonents
EM Pump
Cold Traps:
NaK Valves
NaK Storage Tank
Pipine
Reactor to NaK EM Pump
NaK EM Pump to Reactor

Material

SS
SS
SS
SS

SS
SS
SS
SS
SS

SS

SS
SS
SS
SS

SS
SS
SS
SS

SS
SS

Code Design Conditions
Temp

(C)

230
230
230
230

430
430
430
430
430

430

430
430
200
430

TBD

430
430

430
430

Press
(MPa)

06X
06H
OCX
068

2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04

TBD

TBD

TBD

Operating Conditions
Temp
(C)

150
150
150
150

350
350
317
315
315

350

350
310
25
350

TBD

200
200

Press
(MPa)

0.01.IX
0.01.IX
0.01.IX
0.01.IX

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD



3-2 Components of auxiliary liquid
Component

Sodium receiving and transfer subsystem
Sodium tank car

Tank car heating

Fresh sodium filter

Piping

Intermediate sodium Drncessirw
subsystem
Processing pump

Cold trap

Air blower
Interconnecting piping and valves
Primary sodium processing subsystem

metal system for KALIMER
Material

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS
SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

Location

Mobile

ISPS vault
(near

sodium
dump lank)

PSPS vault

reactor
/PSPS

PSPS vault

PSPS vault

Comments

• thermally insulated . ihcrmoucll/lcvcl proses equipped lank
• sodium (transfer allowable valves

•oil fired commercial heater
•sodium transfcrcd to ISPS EM pump by gravity

•disposable filter elements, welded piping connections
•0.34 Mpa maximum pressure drop filler

•electrical trace heating, buit-wcldes connection

•induction-type EM pump
•interlock systein(prevent restarting until zero voltage output setting

is attainted)

•-shell-and-tubc economizer
-cooling jacket cncased(air cooling), SS mesh
•clcctical resistance-type prclicatcr

•stand flared outlet fan

Processing pump
Primary cold trap (in-reactor)
NaK storage tank

Primary cold trap (PSPS vault)

Nitrogen blower 1,11
Airblowcr I, II
Siphon tank
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Oil Heater
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Figure 3-1 Plot plan - sodium unloading svstem(l power block)
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Figure 3-2 Intermediate sodium processing subsystem
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Figure 3-3 Primary sodium processing subsystem
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4. Auxiliary sodium and cover gas management system

4.1. Summary

Plant auxiliary systems described in this section are the liquid metal

systems for handling and processing primary and intermediate sodium, and

the systems for processing and disposing of gases, liquid, and the solid

radioactive wastes. Also covered are the systems that distribute the inert

gas throughout the plant and the systems that monitor the purity of the

primary sodium, intermediate sodium and the inert gases.

The auxiliary liquid metal system includes: 1) Sodium Receiving and

Transfer Subsystem 2) Intermediate Sodium Processing Subsystem 3)

Primary Sodium Processing Subsystem

The inert gas receiving and processing system comprises following

three process subsystems. 1) Helium distribution subsystem 2) Argon

distribution subsystem 3) Nitrogen distribution subsystem

The impurity monitoring and analysis system provides sampling,

monitoring and analysis of the plant sodium systems and the plant

nitrogen, helium and argon gas systems in the plant, and acceptance

sampling and analysis of incoming sodium, argon, helium and nitrogen.

Each KALIMER auxiliary systems are described in the following

sections.

4.2 Auxiliary Liquid Metal Systems

4.2.1 General
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The auxiliary liquid metal system receives, transfers, and purifies all

sodium used in the plant. The system furnishes the required sodium

quantity at the pressure, temperature, flow rate, and purity specified by

the interfacing systems. The system is comprised of the necessary

equipment and facilities to receive, purify, and transfer the plant sodium.

The system equipment includes sodium melt stations, filtration units,

pumps, blowers, heat exchangers, and cold traps as well as the necessary

piping, supports, valves, instrumentation and controls to complete the

installation. Design, fabrication, erection and testing of components which

comprise the sodium boundary shall conform to the suitable component

code and standards matrix. The structural design for the components and

piping shall be based upon the pressures and temperatures given in Table

4-1. Components of auxiliary liquid metal system is shown in Table 4-2.

All fresh sodium shall be filtered prior to transfer to systems or storage

vessels. There shall be no permanent piping connections between the

intermediate and primary sodium cooling auxiliary systems.

All components and piping containing sodium or sodium vapor shall be

thermally insulated and electrically trace heated. The Sodium Piping and

Equipment Heating and Insulation System shall provide the capability to

heat and maintain the sodium filled subsystems at a rate of 30°C/hr

minimum. Sodium piping normally not filled with sodium during plant

operation shall have the capability for heat-up from ambient to 200°C,

outer surface temperature, using heaters. The maximum heat-up rate shall



be dictated by stress considerations. Heating shall be accomplished by

constant heat input rates over the heat-up cycle unless stress

considerations require changes in the heat input rate during the cycle. The

heaters shall be capable of maintaining the piping internal temperature at

200°C during all normal and off-normal plant operation.

The horizontal runs of sodium piping shall be sloped a minimum of lcm

per meter. Drains shall be located at all low points. All high points shall be

vented.

All Auxiliary Liquid Metal System piping and equipment containing

sodium shall be equipped with accessible sodium leak detectors of

sufficient sensitivity to detect sodium leaks soon enough to minimize

damage due to corrosion or fire. All valves shall have a leak detector

installed between the stem seal and the backup stem seal. To minimize the

probability of a sodium-water reaction in the event of a sodium leak or

water line break, water lines shall not be routed in the vicinity of sodium-

containing equipment except in the area of the steam generators.

The Auxiliary Liquid Metal Systems shall interface with the following

systems:

1. Building Electrical Power System

2. Balance of Plant Buildings

3. Reactor Support Building

4. Compressed Gas System

5. Plant HVAC System



6. Plant Fire Protection System

7. Reactor Systems

8. Nuclear Island Maintenance and Inspection System

9. Balance of Plant Maintenance System

10. Intermediate Heat Transport System

11. Liquid Metal Leak Detection System

12. Sodium Piping and Equipment Heating and Insulation System

13. Inert Gas Receiving and Processing System

14. Impurity Monitoring and Analysis

15. Plant Control System

16. Radiation Monitoring System

The auxiliary liquid metal system is comprised of the following

subsystems:

1. Sodium Receiving and Transfer Subsystem (SRTS)

2. Intermediate Sodium Processing Subsystem (ISPS)

3. Primary Sodium Processing Subsystem (PSPS)

4.2.2 Sodium receiving and transfer subsystem

4.2.2.1 Sodium unloading

The sodium receiving and transfer subsystem provides the sodium

required by KALIMER. The sodium receiving and transfer subsystem

provides the capability to melt the contents of a sodium tank car or



sodium drum, filter it, and transfer it to the ISPS EM pump located in the

ISPS vault.

Detailed functions of the subsystem are as following.

1. Provide the capability for melting and transfer of all plant sodium to

the IHTS loop,

reactor vessel, or SDT from railroad cars or drums. Sodium unloading

capability, transfer from plant sodium systems to tank cars, shall also be

provided.

2. Provide the capability to melt the contents of a sodium railroad tank

car. The tank car

melt station shall be portable to allow rail movement to each steam

generator facility.

3. Provide temporary insulated and trace heated piping for transfer of

sodium from the tank

cars to the above stated destinations.

4. Provide the capability to transfer sodium from the tank car and/or

pressurization with

argon cover gas.

5. Provide a portable sodium drum unloading station to supply small

quantities of sodium

to the various systems as needed. The drum station shall have the

capability of handling two 200 liter drums simultaneously.



Two methods are provided for supplying sodium to the plant. For

initial filling of the reactor module and the intermediate system, sodium is

supplied by rail tank cars. For sodium makeup, sodium is supplied from

drums.

A mobile tank car receiving station is provided to melt sodium which is

received at the plant site in railroad tank cars. A mobile oil-fired heater

station circulates hot oil through the tank car channels to bring the sodium

to 150°C for transfer.

The tank car is temporarily connected to the fresh sodium fill line to

transfer sodium from the tank car to the ISPS EM pump suction line.

Sodium transfer is initiated by pressurization of the tank car with argon,

followed by gravity drain with a small positive pressure( 2 to 3psig)

maintained. The system is sized to provide a flow rate that can empty a

tank car in about four hours. Sodium is filtered to remove particular

matter during transfer.

To supply small quantities of sodium as needed, a sodium drum station

is used. The station is equipped with electrical heaters to melt the contents

of two sodium-filled drums.

All sodium piping is insulated and is preheated to a temperature of

approximately 150°C during sodium transfer.

A plot plan of the sodium unloading station is shown in Figure 4-1. The

system includes the following key components:
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- Sodium Tank Car

- Sodium car heating

- Fresh Sodium Filters

- Sodium transfer piping

- Sodium drum station

o Sodium tank car

Each tank car contains approximately 40,000 kg sodium with an inert

gas. The tank is thermally insulated and fitted with hot oil channels to melt

the sodium. The tank is equipped with valves and thermowell/continuity

level probes.

o Tank car heating

Oil-fired commercial heater is used for tank car heating. The hot oil will

melt the car contents in about 12 hours. When melted, the sodium is

transferred from the tank car to the ISPS EM pump suction by gravity.

o Sodium filters

Two parallel in-line sodium filters are provided to remove impurities

from the sodium received. They are of type 300 series stainless steel

construction, with disposable filter elements and welded piping

connections. The filter element is a stainless steel pleated screen with a
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perforated metal backup support. The filter has a 0.134MPa (5psig)

maximum pressure drop at normal operation conditions.

o Sodium transfer piping

Temporary piping is used for sodium transfer from the railroad car or

drums. The piping is 1 1/2-inch diameter, Schedule 40, seamless 304

stainless steel with butt-welded connections. The pipe has electrical

heating and thermal insulation to preheat before sodium transfer.

o Sodium drum station

The sodium drum unloading vehicle consists of a platform capable of

supporting two drums of sodium with sodium and argon piping

connections. The sodium drum heater is clamshell-type 12kW electrical

heater for melting sodium in 2.5 hours.

4.2.2.2 Sodium Removal

Non-radioactive intermediate sodium can be removed from the plant

using the ISPS EM pump if necessary. Transfer of sodium out of the

intermediate system to a tank car or to drums for off-site disposal is done

through the same lines provided for initial fill. During this operation, the

filters, or filter elements, are removed. The system fill lines are not used

for the removal of radioactive primary sodium.
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4.2.3 Intermediate sodium processing subsystem

The intermediate sodium processing subsystem (ISPS) provides

continuous purification of IHTS sodium, as well as performs the initial fill

operation for both the IHTS and reactor vessel. Each IHTS/steam

generator of KALIMER has an ISPS.

The ISPS is comprised of an EM pump, an air-cooled cold trap, and

interconnecting piping and valves. The sodium dump tank(SDT) takes

sodium from steam generator overflow line. EM pump takes suction from

the SDT, circulates through the cold trap and returns it to steam

generator hot leg. Each IHTS loop is provided with a separate,

independent purification system. The ISPS cold trap system continuously

purifies IHTS sodium during all modes of IHTS operation. Prior to plant

startup, the ISPS is temporarily connected to the reactor vessel to allow

for the initial fill of fresh primary sodium from the SDT.

The intermediate sodium processing subsystem (ISPS) performs the

following functions:

1. Purifies the sodium in the intermediate heat transport system (IHTS)

or in the sodium

dump tank (SDT) continuously or intermittently.

2. Provides the capability to fill the IHTS loop or SDT with sodium

using the ISPS EM

pump.



3. Provides the capability to transfer sodium between the IHTS loop

and SDT.

4. Provides the capability to fill the reactor vessel initially with non-

radioactive sodium

using the ISPS EM pumps.

5. Provides sodium sample connections for the impurity monitoring and

analysis system for

fresh sodium and sodium in the IHTS loop.

6. Provides sodium to the intermediate sodium plugging indicator.

Separate, independent, purification capability shall be provided for each

IHTS loop in KALIMER( two ISPS for one power block). The capacity

of each sodium processing system shall be such that the entire volume of

sodium contained in the IHTS loop may be processed approximately three

times in a 24-hour period.

The capacity of the purification components shall be based either on the

oxygen and hydrogen in-leakage expected during startup, normal plant

operation or on tritium removal considerations. The capacity shall not be

based on IHTS sodium cleanup after a sodium-water reaction. The

purification system shall have the capability of cold trapping the IHTS at

normal, hot standby and refueling conditions.

The purification system shall have the capability of cold trapping the

SDT at sodium fill conditions (200°C).
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The cold traps shall have a minimum capacity to cold trap the IHTS at

normal operating conditions for 3 years (after initial clean-up of the IHTS

sodium). The cold trap EM pumps shall have the capability to fill the

IHTS and/or the reactor vessel (using temporary piping) with sodium

from the SDT. The intermediate sodium cold traps and EM pumps shall

be cooled by air.

4.2.3.1 ISPS Arrangement

The intermediate sodium processing subsystem provides continuous

purification of IHTS sodium, as well as performs the initial fill operation

for both the IHTS and reactor vessel.

Schematic diagram of ISPS for KALIMER is shown in Figure 4-2.

The ISPS piping connects from IHTS hot leg to the SDT and from SDT

to IHTS hot leg through EM pump and cold trap.

Each IHTS loop is equipped with its own ISPS, which is comprised of

the following components:

- EM Pump

- Cold Trap (Economizer Plus Crystallizer)

- Cold Trap Air Blower

- Interconnecting Piping and Valves

o EM pump
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The intermediate sodium processing pump is an air cooled, induction-

type EM pump. Prior to plant startup, the pump is used to transfer fresh

sodium from tank cars to the SDT and circulate it through the

intermediate cold trap and back to the SDT for initial sodium purification.

The pump is then used to deliver the purified sodium to either the reactor

vessel or the MTS/SG. The EM pump is located below the SDT to

ensure sufficient suction head (NPSH) under all modes of operation.

During normal plant operation the pump is used to transfer sodium

from the IHTS hot leg via the SDT to the intermediate cold trap and

return the sodium to the IHTS.

o Cold trap

There is one intermediate cold trap for each ISPS loop. The cold trap is

an air cooled unit and consists of a shell-and-tube economizer located in a

vertical configuration above and adjacent to a crystallizer tank. During

operation, hot sodium from the SDT is forced by the ISPS EM pump

through the economizer down through crystallizer tank, up through the

center of the crystallizer tank, through the economizer, and back to the

IHTS loop. The estimated life of the cold trap is two years during initial

plant startup and three years during steady state

operation. A plugging temperature indicator is used to measure the

sodium quality and saturation temperature.
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Electrical resistance-type heaters are provided to preheat the cold traps.

The cold trap components are located in the intermediate cold trap

equipment vault in the steam generator facility.

o Cold trap air blower

The intermediate cold trap air blower is a standard flared outlet fan

which is located next to the cold trap in the steam generator facility. The

motor is variable speed to allow control of the sodium temperature in the

crystallizer tank.

Besides the main loop flow from the IHTS, other systems are required

to interface with the ISPS to satisfy the operational needs of KALIMER.

The ISPS piping is also connected to the sodium monitoring and sampling

system (in the impurity monitoring and analysis system) to allow for the

measurement of IHTS sodium purity. A temporary connection in the EM

pump suction line is provided for the ISPS to receive fresh sodium from

tank cars or drums. Another connection is located downstream of the cold

trap to allow a temporary connection for the initial fill of the reactor

vessel with fresh sodium or to transfer sodium from the IHTS to tank

cars.

4.2.3.2 EHTS Purification
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The ISPS is responsible for providing continuous purification of

intermediate sodium during all modes of IHTS operation, including

normal operation, hot standby, and refueling.

The ISPS normally operates continuously due to the constant sources

of oxygen, hydrogen, and tritium leakage into the IHTS. Oxygen and

other impurities enter the IHTS with the argon oover gas at the pump and

SDT and at the pump seal which is purged with argon. The existence of

over 2 ppm of oxygen can have a detrimental effect on the operation of

the IHTS leak detection system. The hydrogen source results from

corrosion in the steam generator tubes; most of this hydrogen diffuses

through the tubes into the sodium and reacts to form sodium-hydride; its

concentration in the IHTS should be maintained below 0.2 ppm.

4.2.3.3 Sodium Systems Fill Operation

The ISPS is used to perform the initial fill of both the primary and

intermediate plant sodium systems. After fresh sodium is drained from

tank cars at the sodium receiving station, it is tiansferred by the ISPS EM

pump to the SDT directly for temporary storage until a system charge has

been unloaded. Sodium which is held in the SDT is circulated through the

intermediate cold trap by the ISPS EM pump in order to remove

impurities in the sodium collected from the inner surface of the tank. After

SDT purification has been completed, the sodium is transferred to either

the reactor vessel or IHTS using the ISPS EM pump. IHTS fill is
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accomplished by pumping the fresh sodium through the ISPS loop into

the IHTS hot leg. Reactor vessel fill is facilitated by temporarily

connecting a supply line to the ISPS. Fresh sodium is pumped from the

SDT to the reactor vessel using the ISPS EM pump. Upon completion of

the fill operation, the reactor sodium supply line is disconnected to

prevent any further interface between primary and secondary sodium

systems.

4.2.3.4 IHTS Drain

Sodium in the IHTS can be transferred to the SDT for temporary

storage during IHTS maintenance using the ISPS. Sodium can also be

added to the IHTS from the SDT sodium heel using the ISPS. This

operation consists of pumping from the IHTS low point to the SDT to

drain the system. The sodium can also be cold trapped while in storage in

the SDT and/or during the transfer operation.

4.4.2.4 Primary sodium processing subsystem

The primary sodium processing subsystem provides purification (cold

trapping) for sodium used in the reactor vessel. Primary sodium

purification is done continuously during reactor operation and during

reactor refueling shutdown periods.
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The capacity of the sodium processing subsystem for refueling shall be

such that the entire volume of sodium contained in the reactor vessel may

be processed at least once every 24-hour period.

Nitrogen gas is used to remove the heat of in-reactor cold trap and air is

used for nitrogen cooling.

Facilities to cool the nitrogen by heat transfer to ambient air shall be

located in the primary sodium equipment vault.

4.2.4.1 PSPS Arrangement

The primary sodium processing subsystem provides purification (cold

trapping) for sodium used in the reactor vessel. Primary sodium

purification is done continuously during reactor operation and during

reactor refueling shutdown periods. Prior to initial plant startup, the PSPS

is used to purify the fresh sodium in order to "clean" the internals of the

reactor vessel. The PSPS is hardened (seismic category 1) and is designed

to handle primary sodium outside the confines of the reactor vessel during

refueling operation. Arrangement of the primary sodium purification

system is shown in Figure 4-3. The system is composed of the following

components:

- Sodium EM pump

- Integrated cold trap

- Nitrogen Supply Tank

- Nitrogen Blower
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- Nitrogen-to-Air Cooler

- Air Blowers

- Interconnecting Piping and Valves

o EM pumps

The sodium processing pump power supply consists of an auto-

transformer which is capable of maintaining the voltage to the pump

within 1% of the set voltage over the range of 56 to 560 volts with a 480-

volt supply.

Shunt capacitors are provided so that the power factor will not less than

90% lagging at full load. Upon loss of voltage, the control will prevent

restarting the pump until the zero voltage output setting is attained.

O Cold traps

The cold trap is integrated with primary EM pump located in the reactor

vessel. The precise feature of this system is to be determined.

The closed nitrogen system is used for the cold trap to prevent any

possible interaction between the radioactive sodium and air in the event of

a sodium leak.

In addition, all components and piping which handle primary sodium

are contained inside a shielded cell.
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O Nitrogen blowers

A blower with a constant motor speed is used to provide forced

circulation of nitrogen gas through gas through the primary sodium cold

trap jacket.

Nitrogen flow is controlled in response to cold trap temperature by a

flow control valve located between the blower and the cold trap.

o Nitrogen coolers

The nitrogen coolers are cross-flow heat exchanger used to cool the

nitrogen.. Air is used as the final cooling medium.

The PSPS pump discharge line and return line are routed from beneath

the primary sodium surface in the reactor vessel through the reactor head

access area and pipe tunnel out to the PSPS shielded vault, which is

located at the west end of the reactor building.

The vault consists of a below grade structure housing the major

components (the cold trap) and above grade air intake and exhaust for the

air/nitrogen cooler.

4.2.4.2 Primary Sodium Purification
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The continuous removal of impurities is carried out by in-reactor

integrated cold traps. Their operating conditions and the performance are

to be determined.

The minimum sodium temperature in the crystallizer tank is controlled by

varying the nitrogen flow through the cooling jacket. Heat transferred to

the nitrogen in the cold trap is rejected to the atmosphere through the

nitrogen-to-air cooler.

A small percentage of the sodium flow is diverted through a plugging

temperature indicator (PTI) to establish cold trap operating parameters as

well as determine overall sodium quality. The cold trapping operation is

normally ceased when the oxygen concentration in the sodium is

measured at 2 ppm.

The reactor sodium is maintained at approximately 200°C during

refueling. Cold trapping at this temperature will remove any oxygen in-

leakage which occurs during the refueling operation as this oxygen will

readily oxidize the sodium at the pool surface. Oxygen present on the

surface of the newly installed fuel does not rapidly dissolve into solution
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until the sodium temperature increases to approximately 400°C; however,

the amount of oxygen on the surface of 316 SS or HT-9 materials is small

and will not appreciably affect the oxide concentration in the sodium

coolant.

The maximum allowable oxygen content in the primary sodium is 10

ppm during reactor operation to limit the corrosion to 1 mil or less during

the 60-year life of the 316 stainless steel reactor system.
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4.3 Inert Gas Receiving and Processing System (IGRPS)

4.3.1 General

The inert gas receiving and processing(IGRP) system provides liquified

and ambient gas storage, delivers inert gases of specified composition and

purity at regulated flow rates and pressures to points of usage throughout

the KALIMER plant, and accepts the contaminated gases through its

vacuum facilities for storage and transfer to the gas radwaste system.

Three gases are used in the plant : helium, argon, and nitrogen. Helium is

used for reactor cover gas, in the fuel cycle facility, and by the fiiel

handling equipment. Argon is used for cover gas for both the IHTS and

the auxiliary sodium systems and fills the RV/CV annulus. Nitrogen gas is

used for cover gas, for control and mitigation of sodium-water reaction,

and use as a coolant in the primary sodium processing subsystem.

The inert gas receiving and processing system (IGRPS) shall perform

the following functions:

1. Receive, store, transfer, distribute and process inert gas used on

site.

2. Provide helium cover gas for the Reactor System.

3. Provide helium atmosphere for the fUel receiving, storage and

shipping system

in the fuel cycle facility.

4. Provide argon cover gas for the intermediate heat transfer system

(IHTS) loops and
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sodium dump tanks (SDT).

5. Provide a purge capability for use in conjunction with drain of the

IHTSfor

maintenance purposes

6. Provide a nitrogen purge capability for the sodium water reaction

pressure relief

subsystem (SWRPRS) and steam generator system following a

steam generator

design basis leak.

7. Provide vapor traps for all inert gases discharged from sodium

systems.

8. Provide vacuum for sodium transfer and gas analysis purposes.

Specific functional requirements for each subsystem are given below.

The cover gases shall be dry and of low oxygen and other impurity

content to prevent oxidation of sodium. The purity of each cover gas shall

be as follows:

Argon: 99.996 % minimum (by volume)

Helium: 99.9945% minimum (by volume)

Nitrogen: 99.998 % minimum (by volume)

More details are shown in Table 4-3.
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Vapor traps shall be provided at the gas connections from all sodium

system components to provide removal of sodium vapor from the

discharged gas. Redundant vapor traps shall be provided on the Reactor

and IHTS cover gas discharge. Argon and helium venting rates shall be

specified which minimize sodium vapor entrainment. As a rule, venting

rates should not exceed about 270 liter per minute.

Inert gases shall be stored principally as liquids at stations consisting of

vaporizers and first-stage pressure-reducing valves.

The inert gas receiving and processing system (IGRPS) provides

liquified and ambient gas supply storage, delivers inert gases of specified

composition and purity at regulated flow rates and pressures to points of

usage throughout the KALIMER Plant, and accepts the contaminated

gases through its vacuum and compressor facilities for storage and

transfer to the gas radwaste system. Vacuum pumps, compressors, and

vessels are used to transfer radioactive gas.

The IGRPS comprises three process subsystems. The subsystems and

their functions are:

1. Helium distribution subsystem; distributes fresh and recycle helium

for reactor cover

gas, provides vacuum services and helium supply for the fuel handling cell

(FHC) atmosphere, and monitors inerted FHC atmospheres for

radioactivity and impurity level. Helium is also used for inerting SFSC,

FTC, ports, and floor valves.
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2. Argon distribution subsystem; principally distributes fresh argon to

the cover gas spaces

of the IHTS. Argon is also used as cover gas in auxiliary sodium systems

and in the annulus of the reactor containment vessel.

3. Nitrogen distribution subsystem; principally distributes fresh nitrogen

to inert and

pressurize the steam generator (SG) and to purge the sodium water

reaction pressure relief system (SWRPRS) following a sodium water

reaction. Nitrogen is also used as an inert cooling gas for the primary

sodium processing subsystem.

The IGRPS shall be available to support refueling operations as

required with scheduled maintenance planned to accommodate the

refueling.

Events in the interfacing systems may cause transient conditions in the

IGRPS gas pressure, flow, or temperature parameters. These service

demands are included in the interface requirements which are

accommodated by the IGRPS design. There are no interfacing or self-

imposed upset event transients that exceed the IGRPS design conditions.

Each of the main process subsystems are described in the following

sections. Each section consists of a subsystem description, performance
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characteristics, arrangement, component design description, physical

inter-face description and instrumentation and control description.

Gas sample connections shall be provided to allow samples of incoming

gases to be collected for analysis by Impurity Monitoring and Analysis

System.

Gas sample points shall be provided at the cover gas of each sodium

system or component to obtain inert gas samples prior to sodium fill and

during plant operation.

Gas consumption shall be held to a minimum by using equalizing

systems where possible, ensuring leak tight systems, and controlling seal

purge rates to a minimum.

The system shall be designed to prevent uncontrolled transfer of

contaminants from low-purity to high-purity zones, and from high-

radioactivity to low-radioactivity zones.

The inert gas storage capacity for each subsystem shall be such that if

refill service is interrupted, the essential gas requirements can be supplied

for a period of at least 15 days. Essential shall be defined as the minimum

required to maintain the plant in an operating mode.

Plugging of lines and fouling of components by the condensation of

sodium vapor from cover gases shall be prevented by trace heating of the

lines, use of adequate line sizes, vertical orientation, and, where

appropriate, provision of vapor traps and/or vapor condensers.



The inert gas receiving and processing system (IGRPS) components or

subsystems which connect to other systems shall be designed for the

environmental conditions, temperatures, pressure, duty cycle events and

codes and standards compatible with the interfacing system which is

served.

Piping and components which are connected to other piping and

components which cannot be isolated by a normally closed or automatic

closing valve, shall be designed and fabricated to the higher level code

classification of the connecting components.

Piping between isolation valves shall be designed to the lower level

code classification of the connected components. The isolation valve shall

be designed to the code classification of the connected component. Piping

that penetrates the reactor containment shall be provided with double

isolation valves. Piping between isolation valves shall meet ASME Section

III Class 2 requirements.

The IGRPS safety related components, piping and associated controls

and instrumentation are Seismic Category I

The thermal insulation materials shall be compatible with sodium at the

maximum expected sodium temperature such that they do no add

significantly to the potential reaction between sodium and air and the

resulting reaction products shall not degrade the plant materials. OfF-gas

from the insulation shall be chemically non-reactive with other plant

materials.
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The IGRPS shall be designed for a service life of 60 years. Those items

which cannot be expected to last the 60 year life shall be either redundant

or easily replaceable so that the plant availability is not adversely affected.

Piping to sodium filled components shall be equipped with a check

valve located near the header to prevent back flow from the system

serviced. Piping that contains sodium vapor shall be sloped to provide

drainage of the condensed sodium back to the sodium source.

Isolation valves shall be provided between the IGRPS components or

subsystems and the interfacing system which is served.

Piping connections to sodium systems shall be thermally insulated and

traced heated over a pipe length which will minimize heat losses and cold

spots in the interfacing system.

Trace heating shall be provided to maintain connecting piping at a dry

preheat temperature of 200°C and, when filled with sodium, at the normal

operating temperature of the system to be serviced. The maximum heatup

rate shall be 50°C/hr. Redundant trace heaters shall be provided wherever

pipes or components are located in inaccessible areas.

4.3.2 Helium Gas Distribution Subsystem

The helium gas distribution subsystem is composed of helium gas

storage tanks, pressure regulatory valves, stop valves, piping, gas bottles,

filters, and relief systems. Principal helium gas distribution systems are

given in Table 4-4. Helium distribution system is described below.
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1. A fixed helium gas supply subsystem is provided for the reactor

cover gas. The

subsystem consists of helium supply, vacuum pump with receiver tank,

vapor traps, helium storage tank, and necessary piping, valves,

instrumentation and controls to complete the installation. This subsystem

also receives recycled helium from gaseous radwaste and manages the

flow and pressure control of the helium cover gas for the reactor.

2. Helium is supplied from gas cylinders to the fuel handling cell

(FHC) in the fuel service

facility. Instrumentation and controls are provided to fill the cell with

helium and to transfer radioactive helium from the cell to radwaste for

cleanup. Sampling connections are provided in the feed line to allow

sampling by Impurity Monitoring and Analysis System.

3. Helium gas bottles are provided for inerting the fuel transfer cask

(FTC) and for purging ports and floor valves. Necessary valves and piping

for distribution of the gas to usage points are also provided.

The detailed functions of the Helium Distribution Subsystem are:

1. Provide evacuation and helium cover gas for the reactor.

2. Provide evacuation to purge the cover gas volume and to establish

the reactor cover gas pressure initially and after each refueling

and/or

maintenance operation.
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3. Provide overpressure protection for the Reactor System when filling

with helium.

4. Provide a safety class pressure boundary for those portions of the

Helium Gas

Distribution Subsystem that connect to the Reactor System.

5. Provide evacuation and helium cover gas for the Fuel Receiving,

Storage, and Shipping

System.

6. Provide evacuation and helium gas for the Fuel Transfer Cask of the

Interim Transport

System.

7. Provide evacuation and purge for the Primary Sodium Processing

System and Primary

Plugging Temperature Indicator.

8. Transfer all vented helium gas to the Gaseous Radwaste System.

4.3.2.1 Reactor Helium Distribution Subsystem

The helium gas supply subsystem removes the old gas and supplies

fresh helium to the reactor and also regulates the reactor cover gas

pressure prior to reactor startup and during refueling and maintenance.

The subsystem consists of a helium supply, vacuum pump with receiver

tank, receiver tank, transfer tank, vapor traps, helium storage tank, and
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the necessary piping, valves, instrumentation and controls to complete the

installation. A schematic of the subsystem is shown in Figure 4-4.

o Helium supply

Helium is supplied from a bank of five 15.07 MPa (2200psig) gas

cylinders connected in series And a second bank of five cylinders provide

a backup supply. Each cylinder is approximately 23 cm in diameter,

142cm high and contains 1.2kg of 0.9995 purity helium. Instrumentation

and controls are provides for manual change to the backup helium supply.

No

more than ten cylinders are connected to the reactor during refueling to

limit the cover gas overpressure to less than 0.27 MPa (25 psig) in the

event of pressure regulator failure.

o Vacuum pump

A single stage vacuum pump is provided to exhaust helium from the

reactor vessel to a receiver tank. The unit is belt driven, and inlet and

outlet connections are one inch in diameter. The pump is controlled by a

remote on/off switch with automatic alarm and shutofF on high receiver

pressure. Pressure indication with high alarm is provided on the receiver

tank.

o Receiver tank
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The receiver is horizontal vessel is designed for (250 psig) at 150 °C.

o Storage tank

The helium storage tank is a horizontal vessel designed for 1.8 Mpa

(250 psig) at 150 °C.

o Transfer tank

The helium transfer tank is designed for 1.8 Mpa (250 psig) at 150 °C.

o Recycle tank

Helium which has treated by charcoal bed and tag gas recovered is

collected to recycle tank. The recycled gas is to be used preferentially

over the fresh helium in the cylinders.

o Helium filter

The helium filter is designed for 1.8 Mpa (250 psig) at 150 CC. The

filter element consists of sintered disks of porous stainless steel, having a

mean pore size of 20 microns and is capable of removing 98% of all

particles larger than seven microns. The element can withstand 0.68MPa

(100 psi) differential in the normal flow direction and 0.168 Mpa 10 psi in

the reverse direction.

o Shielding
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The major weight load of the reactor cover gas facility is the 10cm

thick lead shielding required around the components which handle cover

gas.

oVapor traps

Redundant vapor traps are provided on the line from the reactor vessel

to prevent the transport of entrained or vaporized sodium into the gas

supply or exhaust piping. Isolation valves are provided to allow manual

switching of the traps. The traps are insulated and trace heated.

Connecting piping to the vapor trap is sloped to allow drainage back to

the reactor vessel. Connection to the reactor vessel is by a two inch

diameter joint. The vapor traps are permanently located in the head access

area(HAA) of the reactor. Figure 4-5 provides the general dimension of a

trap arrangement.

The sequence of reactor vessel cover gas cleanup is given in Table 4-5 .

For reactor cover gas replacement, the reactor is brought to 200°C

which results in a cover gas pressure of 0.041 Mpa (6 psia). The pressure

(vacuum) in the cover gas subsystem is slowly equalized with that in the

reactor vessel(0.041 Mpa (6psia)). To purge the cover gas, the vacuum

pump is started and vessel pressure is reduced from 0.041 Mpa (6 psia) to

0.00068 Mpa (0.1 psia) in about 600 minutes. The helium at the suction

of the vacuum pump is cooled from 200 °C to 40 °C by the vapor trap. As
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the reactor vessel is evacuated the helium cover gas is stored in receiver

tank at 0.304 Mpa (30 psia) and 40°C.

When the purge process is completed, the reactor is charged with fresh

helium from cylinders (or with recycled helium) to atmospheric pressure.

The old cover gas collected in receiver tank is transferred to storage tank

through charcoal bed and filter. Tag gas is recovered from helium gas in

the storage tank using vacuum pump and tag gas recovery system. The

gas is then transferred to recycle tank for the next use. If the recycled gas

in the recycle tank is not in the limit of reactor cover gas, the recycle tank

is transferred to the radwaste system for further treatment or disposal.

Prior to reactor startup, the cover gas pressure is reduced from

atmospheric pressure to 0.041 Mpa (6psia) using the vacuum pump.

Evacuation takes about 100 minutes.

The primary sodium purification system is connected to the reactor

vessel and the primary sodium cold trapped to 2 ppm or less oxygen.

Reactor refueling is started.

Since the refueling operation takes 15-20 days, all of the radioactive

isotopes except Kr-85 will have decayed to essentially zero activity and

the cover gas will only contain about 1.2 Ci of Kr-85.

4.3.2.3 Refueling Helium Subsystem



Helium and vacuum services are provided during refueling at the

reactor module by the Reactor Cover Gas Processing Subsystem for

inerting the reactor floor adapter and the volume between isolation valves.

Isolation valves is used to connect the refueling enclosure to the reactor

vessel. The adapter is evacuated to 5 torr and back filled to atmospheric

pressure three times prior to refueling. After refueling, the adapter purge

is repeated prior to disconnecting the adapter from the reactor. In

addition, the small volume between the upper adapter isolation valve and

the ITS isolation valve is evacuated and purged after each load of spent

fuel is removed and after each connection for about 14 times per

refueling. Purged gases are collected and transferred to gas radwaste by

the reactor cover gas processing subsystem.

4.3.2.4 Fuel Receiving, Storage and Shipping Helium Subsystem

The fuel receiving, storage and shipping system (FRSSS) is located in

the fuel storage and transfer building and includes the fuel handling cell

(FHC) and the spent fuel shipping equipment. The FHC helium

atmosphere is provided and maintained by the IGRPS. Entry ports to the

cell for fuel transfer are equipped with gas locks which are purged and

inerted by the IGRPS.

Equipment is also provided to evacuate and inert with helium the spent

fuel casks prior to shipment and the fuel transfer cask prior to use for
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refueling. The IGRPS provides a helium gas supply and delivers helium at

regulated flow rates/pressures for these services.

The fuel handling cell has a helium atmosphere and operates slightly

below atmospheric pressure when transferring spent fuel, resulting in a

slight air inleakage. To minimize air inleakage, the FTC is maintained at

atmospheric pressure (or slightly higher, up to XA in. water) when spent

fuel is not being handled. The moisture, but not the oxygen or nitrogen, in

the incoming air is removed by the cell atmosphere HVAC unit. Normally,

no fresh helium is required until the air level reaches the cell limit,

approximately 1 to 2% by volume. At this point, fresh helium is purged

through the cell to reduce the concentration to a level below this limit.

The FTC is vented to the gas radwaste system.

A station is provided for sampling fresh helium by the impurity

monitoring and analysis system.

The fuel transfer cask is connected to the fuel handling cell by a

transition pipe spool with double isolation valves. The gas volume

between these valves is evacuated to 5 torr and purged with helium three

times whenever the connection is made or broken. The IGRPS shall

supply the helium and evacuation equipment required for this purge.

Purged gas will be discharged to the gas radwaste system.

4.3.3 Argon Gas Distribution Subsystem
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The argon gas distribution subsystem is composed of liquid argon

supply tanks, pressure regulating valves, stop valves, piping, gas

cylinders, filters, and relief systems.

The argon distribution system is provided to service the intermediate

heat transport system (IHTS) and the auxiliary liquid metal systems and to

service the reactor system. The argon for IHTS is distributed to the SGFs

for use as a cover gas in the IHTS, IHTS cold traps, and sodium-water

reaction pressure relief subsystem (SWRPRS) rupture disc areas.

Auxiliary intermediate sodium systems are supplied with argon for system

evacuation and backfill. The reactor containment vessel is supplied with

argon for inerting. The primary sodium service vault is supplied with

argon as cover gas for the sodium processing and sampling systems.

Argon pressure provides the motivating force for transfer of incoming

sodium from the sodium railroad tank cars and sodium drums to the

IHTS. A temporary argon supply station or argon gas generator is

provided at the sodium unloading point for this purpose.

The liquid argon storage tanks are located in the same area as the liquid

nitrogen storage, on a pad near the reactor building. The vaporizers are

located close to the tanks to minimize the length of the liquid argon lines.

After vaporization the argon gas is reduced in pressure from 1.7MPa (250

psig) to 0.85MPa (125 psig) for distribution.

Argon gas distribution lines run in service pipeways along with the

nitrogen distribution lines. Pipeways containing argon and nitrogen run
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from the argon vaporizers to the SGFs. The distribution piping in the

SGF's is routed such that piping lengths are minimized, subject to the

requirement that free space be provided for access and maintenance of the

sodium components. Inside these facilities the argon supply and vent line

locations are dictated by the vessel locations which they service.

The detailed functions of the Argon Distribution Subsystem are:

1. Provide evacuation and argon cover gas for the Intermediate Heat

Transport System

loops and Sodium Dump tanks.

2. Provide argon for the IHTS sodium pump shaft seals and seal oil

supply tanks. Control

the flow rate to the pump seals and provide flow indication and high-low

flow alarms.

3. Provide valves and controls to isolate the argon flow to and from the

IHTS cover gas and

pump seal upon a high sodium level trip signal from the Plant Control

System.

4. Provide valves and controls to isolate the IHTS cover gas upon an

IHTS pump trip signal

from Plant Control System.

5. Provide evacuation and argon purge gas for the Intermediate Sodium

Processing System.
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6. Provide evacuation and argon inerting to the space between the

duplex rupture disks in

the SWRPRS.

7. Provide evacuation and argon purge gas for the primary and

intermediate sodium

temperature plugging indicators.

8. Provide argon inerting for the reactor containment vessel annulus.

9. Provide evacuation for the hydrogen leak detectors.

10. Vent all non-radioactive argon gas through vapor traps and stacks

to the atmosphere.

4.3.3.1 Argon Storage

The argon for the IHTS is stored, as a liquid, in two dewars located on

a pad near the steam generator facility. The dewars are equipped with fill

and vent lines. Pressure relief valves are provided for the dewars and the

fill lines. Each dewar is equipped with liquid-level instrumentation,

providing both local and remote level indication as well as low-level

signaling, when the on-line dewar reaches its low-liquid-level set point, a

signal via interlock circuity allows transfers to the full standby dewar by

automatically opening its supply line valve and closing the valve in the

empty dewar supply line. Handswitches are provided for manually

opening or closing supply valves from either dewar, these override the

automatic controls. Supply valve open-closed status is provided for each
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dewar. The liquid argon is vaporized by heat transfer to ambient air as it is

withdrawn. Two free-standing ambient vaporizers for each dewar

evaporate the liquid to argon gas. The vaporizers are protected from

overpressure by the dewar pressure-relief valves. Two particulate filters in

parallel are provided on the discharge of the gas generator. Level

instrumentation that provides indication and low level alarm is provided in

the header, with differential pressure sensing instrumentation and high-

differential pressure sensing alarm, to protect components served by the

argon supply header against particulate matter that might be introduced

into the supply system. Header lines provide the argon gas services to two

IHTS and SGF loops. Trace heating of argon lines is provided adjacent to

the components served. Sample connections are provided to allow argon

sampling by Impurity Monitoring and Analysis System before distribution

in the IHTS steam generator facilities (SGF).

4.3.3.2 Argon Gas Distribution - Steam Generator Facilities

Argon for the steam generator facility (SGF) is stored, principally as

liquid, in two dewars located on a pad near SGF. Remote controls and

read-out instruments for services from this supply are located in SGF. The

dewars are equipped with fill and vent lines; pressure relief valves are

provided for the dewars and the fill lines. Each dewar is equipped with

liquid-level instrumentation, providing both local and remote level
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indication as well as low-level signaling. Two free-standing ambient air

vaporizers for each dewar can evaporate the liquid argon.

Two paniculate filters in parallel are provided in the header, with

differential pressure sensing instrumentation and high- differential pressure

alarm, to protect components served by the argon supply header against

particulate matter that might be introduced into the supply system.

Following the filter is a flow sensor with associated instrumentation to

indicate process flow rate.

A 1 inch branch line supplies argon through a normally locked- closed

manual valve and a pressure regulator to sodium receiving facilities at the

SGF. The pressure regulator is set at 0.034MPa (5 psig) for sodium tank

car unloading. Overpressure protection and vacuum pump connections

are provided.

A branch line supplies argon to the Intermediate Sodium Sampler. The

required pressure is maintained by a back pressure regulator.

The argon supply pressure is reduced by two series regulators. The lead

regulator is set at 0.95MPa (125 psig); the other is set 0.034MPa (5 psi)

lower to provided smooth operation over the design flow rate range. A

pressure sensor provides the signal for remote pressure indication and for

high-low pressure alarm.

A branch line from the main header supplies argon through forward-

pressure regulator for service station in SGF.
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The SGF header provides the argon gas services to IHTS and

intermediate pump loops. The main header branches off to provide

separate argon services to the intermediate loop. Trace heating of argon

lines is provided adjacent to the components served.

A branch line from the loop header supplies argon at 0.1136 Mpa (2

psig), through to intermediate line vents, both venting to the outdoors and

booster pump evacuation are provided.

A branch line from the loop header supplies argon manually regulated

to any selected setting between 0.1136 and 0.304MPa (2 and 30 psig) to

inert the SWRPRS pipe rupture disc space. Evacuation (through a

normally capped purge line) is provided for the rupture disc space.

Capped lines with provisions to connect argon from portable tanks are

provided for leak detection units This service requires infrequent supply

of argon at 1.46 Mpa (200 psig).

Fresh argon from the main supply line is provided to the intermediate

sodium sampler. The effluent is vented through the vacuum pump.

A branch line from the loop header supplies argon to the intermediate

pump seals. Seal purge gas pressure is indicated by a pressure indicator.

A branch line from the loop supplies argon to intermediate pump oil

supply tank. The pressure is regulated by manually adjustable feed-bleed

valves. The tank pressure is indicated and high-low alarmed, and the

alarm signal is provided to the plant control system.
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The IHTS cover gas pressure is maintained at a nominal 0.202 Mpa (15

psig) by proportionally controlled feed valve and bleed valve The cover

gas pressure is sensed by pressure sensor and indicated. The 0.1 to 0 134

Mpa (0 to 5 psig) range provided by a pressure sensor is used during fill

operations. During normal operation, a pressure sensor with a 0.1 to

0.304 Mpa (0 to 30 psig) pressure range provides the pressure signal to

control the IHTS cover gas pressure.

The IHTS fresh argon supply system is sized to provide a maximum

flow rate of TBD and the dewar supply system with a capacity of about

TBD cubic meter per dewar is capable of supplying the IHTS argon needs

of TBD cubic meter /month in addition to pump supply of TBD cubic

meter /month and other argon gas requirements for the SGF with

adequate reserve capacity.

All argon lines at liquid-sodium-containing interfaces, up to a check

valve for a feed line and up to a sodium "vapor" trap for a vent (or

vent/feed) line, are insulated, heat traced, and temperature controlled (to a

minimum of 115°C) to keep sodium aerosol or vapor from freezing during

normal and transfer operations. These lines are also sloped toward the

liquid sodium interfaces for condensate drainage.

Vacuum pump evacuation capability is provided for each loop of the

IHTS at the outlet side of the (redundant) vapor traps to support fill and

drain operations.
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The argon cover gas pressure in the IHTS loops will be limited to relief

valve set pressure of 0.27 MPa (25 psig) upon failure of the IGRPS

components.

A branch line from the 0.95MPa (125 psig) header pressurizes the

Sodium Dump Tank at a nominal pressure of 0.1068 MPa (1 psig).

Pressure regulating valve on the tank can be manually reset to higher

values, and via handswitch, can select higher set points for operation of

bleed valve. Pressure in the tank is indicated and high-low alarmed, and

the pressure signal is provided to the Plant Control System.

Gas sampling connections are provided for sampling IHTS and RPST

cover gas.

Pump Cover Gas

Argon for the IHTS is routed intermediate sodium pump to provide the

IHTS cover gas which is maintained at a nominal pressure of 1.12MPa

(15 psig). The cover gas pressure is maintained by a proportionally

controlled feed and bleed valves from a pressure sensor signal. Argon

flow to and from the IHTS cover gas is stopped automatically in response

to a high sodium level signal.. This supply system also provides argon for

backfill during sodium fill and drain operations. Vacuum pump evacuation

capability is provided for each IHTS loop at the outlet of the redundant

vapor traps to support sodium fill and drain operations. Gas sampling

connections are provided on the tank vent line for sampling the IHTS
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cover gas. Argon is vented from the IHTS through a stack to the

atmosphere

Intermediate Pump Seal Purge

Argon is routed to the intermediate sodium pump to provide gas for

pump seal purging and to the pump seal oil supply tank for cover gas. The

flow rate to the pump seal is controlled and the flow rate indicated with

high/low flow alarm. Argon flow to and from the seal is stopped

automatically in response to a high sodium level signal. A controlled and

measured rate of the pump seal argon purge passes into the lower seal oil

collection tank and flows through an oil trap before venting to the

atmosphere. The flow measurement has high/low flow alarms. The seal oil

supply tank is maintained at 0.44 MPa (50 psig) and low/high pressure

alarms are provided. Argon bleed from the supply tank combines with that

from the collection tank for venting to the atmosphere. Note that the

remainder of the pump seal argon passes into the pump cover gas and is

eventually vented to the atmosphere through the IHTS cover gas control

system.

,ipture Disk Purge

Argon is routed to the SWRPRS rupture disks and regulated to any

lected setting between 0.1136 and 0.304MPa (2 and 30 psig) to inert
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the space between the duplex rupture disks. A vacuum connection is

provided to evacuate the space prior to filling with argon.

SWRPRS

Argon for the SWRPRS is routed to the sodium dump tank (SDT) to

provide cover gas for any sodium heel in the tank and to inert the system.

The cover gas pressure is maintained by a proportionally controlled feed

and bleed valves from a pressure sensor signal. Argon supply requirement

is TBD during normal system operation to hold system pressure during

temperature changes. Evacuation and argon back fill of the SWRPRS,

including the SDT, is accomplished by opening the valves to the IHTS

and inerting the system simultaneously.

Sodium Receiving Station

Argon is routed to the sodium receiving station to provide cover gas

and pressure to unload sodium railroad cars into the IHTS and reactor

vessel through the auxiliary intermediate sodium system. This argon

piping is temporary and will be removed after sodium unloading is

completed. A cover gas pressure of 1.12MPa (15 psig) is maintained at

the rail car by a back pressure controller. The cover gas pressure is

controlled by a self-contained pressure regulator. Pressure indication is

provided.
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Argon will also be made available for intermittent unloading of sodium

from 200 liter drums as needed after the plant has been initially filled with

sodium. The argon cylinders will be mounted on the sodium drum

unloading vehicle and will furnish argon at 2 inches of water pressure to

provide drum cover gas and argon at 0.304MPa (30 psig) to the sodium

transfer tank for pressuring the molten sodium into the plant system. An

oil bubbler with a guard tank provides over-pressure protection of the

sodium drums. The sodium transfer tank is evacuated to the atmosphere

after each batch of sodium is transferred.

Auxiliary Intermediate Sodium System

Evacuation and argon backfill of the auxiliary intermediate sodium

processing system prior to sodium fill is accomplished by opening the

valves to the EHTS and inerting the systems simultaneously. There is no

gas interface in this system.

Reactor Containment Vessel Annulus

Argon is provided to inert the annulus between the reactor vessel and

the containment vessel. The containment vessel annulus is maintained at

0.202 Mpa (15 psig). During normal operation the reactor system is

sealed such that except for small argon sample specimen and leakage

monitoring there is no transfer of argon gas across the primary or

containment boundary.
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4.3.4 Nitrogen Gas Distribution Subsystem

Nitrogen is supplied to the steam generator to pressurize it with inert

gas following a sodium water reaction and to the SWRPRS to purge the

system of gaseous reaction products following a sodium water reaction.

Nitrogen is provided to the primary sodium process subsystem to serve as

an inert cooling gas for the primary cold trap. Nitrogen is also provided to

service stations for maintenance operations. The process flow diagrams

for the nitrogen gas distribution subsystem is shown in Figure 4-6.

The detailed functions of the nitrogen distribution subsystem are:

1. Provide nitrogen cover gas for the sodium/water reaction pressure

relief subsystem

(SWRPRS).

2. Provide nitrogen purge gas for the steam generator system and

SWRPRS following a

large SWR.

3. Provide nitrogen gas coolant for the primary sodium processing

subsystem cold trap.

4. Provide nitrogen gas to the service stations of the nuclear island

maintenance and

inspection system.
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5. Vent all non-radioactive nitrogen gas through stacks to the

atmosphere.

The nitrogen gas distribution subsystem is composed of liquid nitrogen

supply tanks, vaporizers, pressure control valves, stop valves, piping,

filters, and relief systems. The nitrogen distribution subsystem shall be

designed to meet the maximum flow capability of TBD at 1.46MPa (200

psig) for the purge of a single steam generator for a minimum often hours

following a sodium water reaction event.

The nitrogen is stored as liquid in two, redundant gas generators on a

pad near the steam generator facility. The liquid nitrogen is vaporized by

heat transfer to ambient air as it is withdrawn. Nitrogen gas is generated

from one unit during normal use and a connection to the second unit

provides a backup source of nitrogen in case of low level or when the

generator is being serviced. Level instrumentation that provides indication

and low level alarm is provided. The discharge from the generator is

maintained at 1.7 Mpa (235 psig) and has instrumentation for pressure

with low/high alarm. Sample connections are provided to allow nitrogen

sampling by the impurity monitoring and analysis system.

Two standard dewars with the TBD liquid nitrogen capacity are needed.

Replacement of used nitrogen occurs after one storage tank has been

emptied, or on a schedule set by actual site delivery considerations.

Storage capacity can be increased by adding dewar(s) if necessary because
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of delivery difficulties or greater than planned usage. As a minimum,

enough nitrogen should be stored to meet requirements of sodium water

reaction.

The normal gaseous nitrogen supply passes through one of two

paniculate filters, and is distributed to the SGFs for steam generator

purge and SWRPRS purge.

Nitrogen is also provided to the primary sodium processing subsystem

from local cylinders to serve as an inert cooling gas for the primary cold

trap. The system is maintained at slightly above atmospheric pressure by a

self-contained pressure regulator. Pressure indication is provided.

4.3.4.1 Steam Generator Purge

Nitrogen is provided to maintain a minimum pressure of 1.46 Mpa (200

psig) in the water/steam side of the steam generator system following

system blowdown to prevent sodium from entering the water side of the

steam generator. A maximum capacity that will be delivered to the steam

generator is TBD. For a large steam generator leak, the nitrogen pressure

will decrease below 1.46MPa(200 psig), indicating the gas is flowing out

the SWRPRS. Instrumentation is provided to implement automatic

purging of the steam generator from a trip signal from the plant control

system based on decreasing steam generator pressure to 1.46 MPa (200

psig) following sodium-water reaction.
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The nitrogen subsystem is also used to inert the steam generator during

initial startup, wet layup, hot standby and refueling operations.

4.3.4.2 SWRPRS Purge

Nitrogen gas is provided to the SWRPRS to purge the system of

hydrogen and other sodium-water gaseous reaction products following a

sodium-water reaction. The trip signal is provided by the plant control

system. Nitrogen gas is reduced in pressure in two steps, first to 0.44 and

then 0.104 MPa (50 and then 0.5 psig). The initial high pressure purges

the SWRPRS of reaction products (prevents an explosive mixture of

hydrogen and air in the system) and the low pressure provides an inert

atmosphere in the system.

Pressure to the SWRPRS is maintained by a self-contained pressure

regulator. Pressure indication is provided. Instrumentation is also

provided to implement automatic purging of the system.

4.3.4.3 Primary Sodium Processing Subsystem

Nitrogen is provided to the primary sodium processing subsystem to

serve as an inert cooling gas for the primary cold trap. Pressure in the

coolant system is maintained at slightly above atmospheric pressure by a

self-contained pressure regulator. Pressure indication is provided.

4.3.4.4 Nitrogen Service Station
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The nitrogen subsystem is available for maintenance operations. The

service station is expected to be used infrequently (once in 5-year

intervals) and then only for short periods of time (4 to 8 hours) at the

maximum flows.
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4.4 Impurity Monitoring and Analysis System

4.4.1 General

The impurity monitoring and analysis system provides sampling,

monitoring and analysis of the plant sodium systems and the plant

nitrogen, helium and argon gas systems in the plant, and acceptance

sampling and analysis of incoming sodium, argon, helium and nitrogen.

Impurities in the sodium coolant, reactor cover gas and intermediate

sodium system argon are monitored to aid the reactor operator in

maintaining proper sodium and cover gas purity levels and to provide

information on potential degradation of components. Impurities in the

coolant cover gas can indicate the presence of leaks, tube failure or other

off-standard conditions.

The impurity monitoring and analysis system provides a sodium

plugging temperature indicator for intermediate sodium purification

system (auxiliary liquid metal system). The plugging indicator interface

with the auxiliary liquid metal system and shall include the necessary

valves, blowers, heaters, piping, instrumentation and controls for a

complete subsystem. The plugging indicator is located in the steam

generator facility and is controlled from a local panel.

The impurity monitoring and analysis system provides a sodium

plugging temperature indicator for primary sodium purification system

(auxiliary liquid metal system). The plugging indicator interfaces with

auxiliary liquid metal system and include the necessary valves, blowers,
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heaters, piping, shielding, instrumentation and controls for a complete

system. The plugging indicator will be located below grade in the primary

sodium equipment vault in the reactor building which is seismic Category

I structure. The subsystem is controlled remotely from a local control

panel.

The impurity monitoring and analysis system collects and analyzes

incoming sodium samples at the sodium tank car unloading station and the

sodium drum unloading station provided by the sodium receive and

transfer subsystem (auxiliary liquid metal system). The

samples are taken downstream of the particulate filter at a temperature of

not greater than 150°C while the sodium is being unloaded.

The impurity monitoring and analysis system collects and analyzes

sodium samples from the reactor system and from the IHTS during plant

operation. The reactor sodium sample station is located in the primary

sodium equipment vault in the reactor building and interface with the

primary sodium purification subsystem (auxiliary liquid metal system),

The IHTS sodium sample stations are located at and interface with the

intermediate sodium purification subsystems (auxiliary liquid metal

system).

The impurity monitoring and analysis system components handling

radioactive materials shall be designed to function as safety-related

systems and those components handling non-radioactive materials shall be

designed to function as non-safety-related systems.



The detailed functions of impurity monitoring and analysis system is as

following:

1.Intermittently monitor the sodium impurity levels in the intermediate

sodium systems

during plant operation and alarm on abnormal plugging (saturation)

temperatures.

2.1ntermittently monitor sodium impurity levels in the primary sodium

systems during

refueling operation and alarm on abnormal plugging (saturation)

temperatures.

3.Intermittently sample sodium in the intermediate sodium systems

during all normal plant

operating conditions and in the primary sodium system (reactor vessel)

during refueling.

4.Collect, identify and analyze samples of sodium for chemical and

radio-chemical analysis

from all sodium systems.

5. Collect, identify and analyze samples of cover gas from a) the

reactor vessel (helium), b) the SWRPRS (argon/nitrogen), c) the fuel

receiving, storage and shipping system (helium), d) the interim transport

system (helium).
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6.Collect, identify and analyze samples of incoming nitrogen, helium

and argon.

7.Laboratory general equipment for the analysis of sodium and gas

samples shall be

provided by the balance of plant maintenance system. Specific laboratory

equipment for impurity analysis shall be furnished by the impurity

monitoring and analysis system. The chemical laboratory shall be located

in the plant service building.

The impurity monitoring and analysis system components or

subsystems which connect to other systems shall be designed for the

environmental conditions, temperature, pressure, duty cycle events, codes

and standards compatible with interfacing system to be serviced.

A service life of 60 years shall be used as a basis for all components in

the impurity monitoring and analysis system. Those items which cannot be

expected to last the 60 year life of the plant shall be either sufficiently

redundant or easily replaceable so that plant availability is not affected

adversely.

Isolation valves shall be provided by the impurity monitoring and

analysis system between the components or subsystem and the interfacing

system to be serviced.
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Sodium piping and equipment shall be insulated. Insulation shall be

selected to provide a maximum insulation surface temperature not greater

than 60°C.

Trace heating shall be provided to maintain sampling and monitoring

components at a dry preheat temperature of 200°C and when filled with

sodium, at the normal operating temperature of the system to be serviced.

The maximum heatup rate for sampling and monitoring components shall

be 50°C/hr.

The impurity monitoring and analysis system piping and equipment

shall have welded connections wherever such connections do not affect

the proper operation and maintainability of the system. Temporary

connections may be used at cover gas and sodium sampling ports.

The impurity monitoring and analysis system components or

subsystems shall be designed to be drainable where practical to the

interfacing system to be serviced. Horizontal runs of sodium piping shall

be sloped a minimum of 1 centimeter per meter in both the hot and cold

position.

4.4.2 Primary Sodium Monitoring

The primary sodium monitoring subsystem consists of a plugging

temperature indicator (PTI) connected to the primary sodium processing

subsystem (PSPS) in the auxiliary liquid metal system. Flow through the

PTI is provided by the PSPS sodium EM pump. There is one PTI for each
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power block and it is used to monitor the primary sodium purity when the

sodium is being cold trapped by the cold trap located in the PSPS vault.

This occurs during initial sodium fill and during refueling, that is, when

the reactor is shutdown. The major advantages of the PTI are its

simplicity, it is responsive to the .general purity of the sodium and it

provides a rapid and reliable indications of the coolant quality.

The PTI is a device for determining the impurity saturation temperature

of sodium, which indicates the soluble impurity concentration. The PTI

cools the sodium as it flows through an orifice plate, which is the coolest

point in the device, and reheats the sodium as it is returned to the system.

As the impurities in the sodium are cooled below their respective

saturation temperatures, nucleation and precipitation of the impurities

occur, resulting in a flow decrease through the orifice plate. The

temperature of the sodium at the time" of the first sustained flow decrease

is referred to as the plugging temperature. When the orifice plate is

reheated, the flow increases as the impurity plug is dissolved. The

saturation temperature is calculated from a series of plugging and

unplugging temperature.

The oxygen solubility at refueling temperature (200°C) is 12 ppm; at

higher concentrations sodium oxide will precipitate. The system cold trap

in the PSPS vault is operated during initial sodium fill and refueling to

bring the concentration to about 2 ppm oxygen which corresponds to a

150°C oxygen saturation temperature.
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4.4.3 Intermediate Sodium Monitoring

The intermediate sodium monitoring subsystem consists of a plugging

temperature indicator (PTI) connected to the intermediate sodium

processing system (ISPS) in the auxiliary liquid metal system. Flow

through the PTI is provided by the ISPS sodium EM pump. There is one

PTI for each reactor module and it is used to monitor the intermediate

sodium purity during IHTS operation. A schematic diagram of the ISPS

with the plugging temperature indicator is shown in Figure 4-2. The

intermediate sodium PTI is similar to that used for the primary sodium

except that it operates at a lower temperature, is manually controlled and

does not required radiation shielding.

4.4.4 Primary Sodium Sampling

A primary sodium sample station is provided for each power block and

is connected to the primary sodium purification subsystem (PSPS) A

schematic of a primary sodium sampling station is shown in Figure 4-7.

Sodium samples are obtained using the by-pass sampling method and will

be analyzed primarily for oxygen and hydrogen. Sodium samples can be

taken during sodium fill, hot stand-by or refueling conditions. The primary

sodium sample stations are located in the primary sodium equipment

vaults in the reactor building. Sodium flow to the station is provided by

the PSPS sodium EM pump in PSPS. A half inch line from the pump



discharge directs flow to the station. Return flow is directed into the

reactor hot leg pool by a half inch line. Remote operated double isolation

valves are provided on both the inlet and outlet lines to the station. The

sample station is located in a shielded glove box which provides an inerted

nitrogen atmosphere. The inert atmosphere minimizes oxidation of the

exposed sodium during change out of the sample vessel, isolates the

operator from direct contact with the radioactive system and provides an

inert enclosure in case of a sodium leak from a sample tube mechanical

connection. The cell is equipped with a shielded window and a transfer

port for sample removal.

After sample vessel installation and leak checking, the sample vessel

and connecting pipe are heated to the temperate of the system to be

sampled at a rate of 35°C/hr or less. Heat is applied progressively from

the sample vessel to the valves at each end and down the connecting pipe

to thaw out the solid sodium in the connecting lines. Sodium flow is then

established by opening the outlet and then the inlet valves to vent the

small amount of helium gas into the reactor system. A sodium flow rate of

about 0.381iter per minute (0.1 gpm) is maintained for about 24 hours to

wet and equilibrate the sample vessel with the system sodium. The outlet

valve is then closed and the sample and sodium in the connecting lines are

allowed to freeze as quickly as possible. After the sodium-24 in the

sample has been allowed to decay for approximately two weeks, the
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sample vessel is removed, the ends capped and vessel delivered to the

chemical analysis laboratory.

4.4.5 Intermediate Sodium Sampling

An intermediate sodium sample station is provided for each IHTS and

is connected to the intermediate sodium processing subsystem (ISPS).

Sodium samples can be taken during all operating conditions of the ISPS.

Sodium samples are obtained using the by-pass sampling method and will

be analyzed primarily for oxygen and hydrogen. A by-pass sodium sample

will be collected in a vessel which, through extended exposure to flowing

sodium, has been cleaned and equilibrated isothermally with the bulk

sodium.

The sample station consists of a sample vessel, inlet and outlet lines

with double manual isolation sodium valves and a helium connection for

leak checking. The station is similar to that used for sampling primary

sodium except that shielding and remote operation is not be required.

4.4.6 Other subsystems

Fresh Gas Sample Stations

Gas sample stations are provided throughout the plant for sampling

incoming nitrogen, helium and argon. Portable gas sample bottle

assemblies are provided for containment and transportation of samples to

the laboratory. The gas supplier shall sample and analysis each lot of gas
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and shall furnish the purchaser with a copy of the results of the analysis

and a document certifying that the purity of each lot meets the

requirements specified. Upon receipt of each lot of gas, the purchaser will

sample* and analyze each lot in accordance with the procedures specified

below to establish that the requirements have been meet. Non compliance

with purity requirements, as determined by the purchaser's analyses, shall

be cause for rejection of the lot.

Fresh Helium Sampling

Helium is furnished in compressed gas cylinders for used as reactor

cover gas (reactor system) and for an inert atmosphere in the fuel handling

cell and refueling equipment (reactor refueling system). The sample bottle

shall be attached directly to the cylinder pressure regulator/gage. The

sample cylinder shall be flushed with at least fifty volumes of gas prior to

collecting a sample.

Fresh Argon and Nitrogen Sampling

Argon and nitrogen shall normally be furnished as a cryogenic liquid in

gas generators for use as a cover gas and purge gas in the intermediate

heat transport system, auxiliary liquid metal system, the reactor

containment vessel (reactor system) and steam generator system.

Impurities to be monitored and analyzed are oxygen, hydrogen, carbon

monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrocarbons and water.
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Reactor Cover Gas-Helium Sampling

Although the reactor is designed to operate as a hermetically sealed

system and is only opened every two years for refueling, there is a remote

possibility that air in-leakage may occur and result in a high primary

sodium oxygen concentration (10 ppm or greater). As a result, capability

is provided to periodically sample the cover gas during reactor operation

at cold stand-by conditions between refueling intervals. Gas samples are

only taken during periods of reactor shutdown. The cover gas samples

will be analyzed for nitrogen to detect gross air in-leakage to the reactor

system. In addition, the radioactivity of the cover gas is continuously

monitored by the Reactor Instrumentation System during reactor

operation.

The cover gas sample is obtained using a grab sampler connected to a

one inch diameter nozzle on the reactor vessel top head and is located in

the head access area (reactor system). The station consists of a shielded,

thermally insulated, trace-heated structure which houses the double block

valves on the line from the reactor nozzle and the gas sampler. The

removable sampler consists of an evacuated 150 cc sample bottle with a

1/4 inch inlet manual valve. The sampler is connected to the reactor vessel

nozzle by a V* inch union fitting. A purge line with a 1/4 inch manual valve

connects to an external helium cylinder and a vacuum source and is used
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to remove air and radioactive products from the volume between the

sample valve and the top reactor isolation valve.

In operation, the evacuated sampler is connected to the sample station

with the union fitting and the access port to the station closed. The air in

the volume between the 1/4 inch sample valve and the one inch reactor

isolation valve is removed by evacuating to 0.00068 MPa (0.1 psia) and

backfilling with helium to 0.102 Mpa (15 psia) four times. The sample

station is then heated to 200°C and the volume again evacuated. The two

reactor isolation valves are opened to fill the sample bottle and the 1/4

inch sample bottle isolation valve is then closed. A measured volume of

three cubic feet of helium gas is then passed through the purge line into

the reactor vessel and the two reactor vessel isolation valves are then

closed. The sample station is then allowed to cool to ambient temperature

and the gas sample allowed to decay for two weeks before being removed

and taken to the laboratory for analysis. A blind end cap is used as a

backup closure when the station is not in use. A similar end cap is

attached to the sampler inlet before removal from the enclosure.

Fuel Handling Cell - Helium Sampling

The Fuel Receiving, Storage and Shipping System (FRSSS) is located

in the Fuel Cycle Facility and includes the Fuel Handling Cell (FHC). The

FHC helium atmosphere is provided and maintained by the Inert Gas

Receiving and Processing System. When handling spent fuel, the FHC is
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maintained slightly below atmospheric pressure to minimize air in leakage.

The moisture from air in-leakage, but not the oxygen or the nitrogen, is

remove by the cell HVAC unit. When the air level reaches the cell limit,

approximately 1 to 2% by volume, fresh helium is purged through the cell

to reduce the concentration to a level below this limit. The FHC is purged

to the Radwaste System. Gas sample stations are provided for sampling

the fresh helium and the spent helium by the Impurity Monitoring and

Analysis System. Fresh helium is sampled and analyzed for identification

and purity. Spent helium is sampled and analyzed for oxygen and

nitrogen.

Spent Fuel Transfer Cask

The Inert Gas Receiving and Processing System shall supply the helium

and evacuation equipment required for purging and back filling the cask.

A gas sample station is provided by the Impurity Monitoring and Analysis

System for sampling the fresh helium used and for checking the purity of

the gas after cask filling.
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Table 4-1 Auxiliary liquid metal svstem structural design
ubsystem or

Component

Na ReeeMne '.
Sodium Piping
Fresh Sodlm Fitters
Valves
Tanks

ntermedlate sodium
Pncessinf Subsystem
°?pfag
HTS to EM Pump
Pump to Cold Trap
Cold Trap to IHTS
Cold Trap to SDT
SDTtoPump
Cotnttontnts
EM Pump
Cold Traps:

Economizer
Crystallzer

Air Blowers
Valves
fTtltt0t9 SOutttlft
Pivctsstns Subsystem
Cotmonents
EM Pump
Cold Traps
NaK Valves
NaK Storage Tank

Reactor to NaK EM Pump
NaK EM Pump to Reactor

Material

SS
SS
SS
SS

SS
SS
SS
SS
SS

SS

SS
SS
SS
SS

SS
SS
SS
SS

SS
SS

Code

parametsis

Dcslfn C
Temp

fC>

230
2)0
230
230

430
430
430
430
430

430

430
430
200
430

TBD

430
430

430
430

1
omlitions.

Press
(MPa)

06X
OMf
06X
OCX

2.04
2.0-1
2.04
2.04
2.04

TBD

TBD

TBD

Operating Conditions
Temp Prctt

(C) tMPa)

150
150
150
150

350
350
317
315
315

350

350
310
25
350

TBD

200
200

(1.01.IX
tit) 1.IX
0.01.IX
(1(11.IX

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD



4-2 Components of auxiliary liquid
Component

Sodium receiving and transfer subsystem
Sodium tank car

Tank car heating

Fresh sodium fitter

Piping

Intermediate sodium processing
subsystem
Processing pump

Cold trap

Air blower
Interconnecting piping and valves
Primary sodium orocessine subsystem

metal system Tor KALIMCR
Material

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS
SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

Location

Mobile

ISPS vault
(near

sodium
dump tank)

PSPS vault

reactor
/PSPS

PSPS vault

PSPS vault

Comments

• thermally insulated , thermowell/levcl proves equipped tank
• sodium ttransfer allowable valves

•oil fired commercial heater
•sodium Iransfcrcd to ISPS EM pump by gravity

•disposable filter elements, welded piping connections
•0.34 Mpa maximum pressure drop filter

•electrical trace heating, butt-ucldes connection

•induction-type EM pump
•interlock systcm(prcvcnt restarting until zero vollagc output setting

is attainted)

•-shell-and-lubc economizer
-cooling jacket encased(air cooling), SS mesh
•clcctical resistance-type prchcaier

•stand flared outlet fan

Processing pump
Primary cold trap (in-reactor)
NaK storage tank

Primary cold trap (PSPS vault)

Nitrogen blower 1,11
Airblowcr 1,11
Siphon tank



Table 4-3 Cover gas purity requirements*

The purity of each cover gas as received shall be as follows:

Argon : 99.996% minimum (by volume)

Helium : 99.9945% minimum (by volume)

The impurities in the cover gas as received shall not exceed the limits listed in this tabulation.

C o m Qasjinpunly Limits

Impurity

volume)

Water

Oxygen

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

Carbon dioxide

1

Carbon monoxide

Hydrocarbon gases (as methane)

Krypton

Xenon

Neon

Argon

6

5

2

15

1

5

0.3

0.02

6

Limit fppm.

Helium

6

5

2

15

1

1

5

0.3

0.02

20

•Equivalent to RDT Standard M14-IT
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Table 4-4 Helium gas distribution system

Component

0 Reactor helium distribution subsystem

•Vacuum pump

•Receiver tank

•Storage tank

•Recycle tank

•Transfer tank

•Helium filter

•Vapor trap

El Refueling helium subsystem

Material

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

Location Comments

•• Air cooled, single stage.
• 1 inch diameter of inlet and outlet connections
- Controlled by remote on/off switch with automatic alann and shut off

on high receiver pressure

•- Horizontal vessel
- Designed for l.7MPa at I5O°C (ASME B&PV Code. Section III)

•- Horizontal vessel
- Designed for 1.7MPa at 150"C (ASME B&PV Code, Section III)

•• Horizontal vessel
- Designed for l.7MPa at 150*C (ASME B&PV Code, Section 111)

•• Horizontal vessel
- Designed for 1.7MPa at 150*C (ASME B&PV Code, Section 111)

•- Designed for 1.7MPa at 150*C (ASME B&PV Code, Section VIII)
• Sintered disk of porous SS. having a mean pore size of 20 microns

•- Insulated and trace heated
• Isolation valves provided

•Provide helium to inert the vessel prior to sodium fill
•0.007MPa cover gas after sodium fill



Table 4-5 Reactor vessel cover gas clean up sequence

o Evacuate the reactor vessel to the receiver tank

o Refill the reactor vessel to atmospheric pressure with clean helium

o Connect the external primary sodium purification system(method and procedure will be

determined)

o Clean up the receiver tank helium with charcoal delay bed and transfer to the storage tank

o Recover the tag gas from the storage tank helium and transfer dean helium to the recycle

tank

o Analysis the cover gas of the recycle tank and transfer the cover gas to radwaste system if it

is not usable

o Complete refueling and seal reactor vessel

o Cold trap to 2 ppm oxygen and disconnect the external primary sodium purification system

o Evacuate the reactor cover gas to 0.04Mpa
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Table 4-6 Chemical analysis laboratory equipment list

o Glove box - inert atmosphere

o Moisture analyzer

o Hydrogen analyzer

o Gas chromatography

o Mass spectrophotometer

o Scintillation counter

o Sodium distillation apparatus
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Figure 4-1 Plot plan - sodium unloading svstem
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Figure 4-2 Intermediate sodium processing subsystem
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Figure 4-3 Primary sodium processing subsystem
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Figure 4-4 Reactor cover gas supply and processing subsystem
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Figure 4-6 Nitrogen gas distribution subsvstem
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5. Conclusion

Auxiliary liquid metal and cover gas management system of KAL1MER

was developed and described The system has following features

I.KALIMER has one inert gas receiving and processing system. For initial

filling of the reactor module and the intermediate system, sodium is

supplied by rail tank cars For sodium makeup, sodium is supplied from

drums

2 The intermediate sodium processing subsystem (ISPS) provides

continuous purification of IHTS sodium, as well as performs the initial fill

operation for both the IHTS and reactor vessel. The ISPS is comprised

of an EM pump, an air-cooled cold trap, and interconnecting piping and

valves. Sodium from steam generator cold leg is flowed to the cold trap

through EM pump. Purified sodium is returned to the sodium expansion

tank. Each IHTS loop is provided with a separate, independent purification

system. The ISPS cold trap system continuously purifies IHTS sodium

during all modes of IHTS operation. Prior to plant startup, the ISPS is

temporarily connected to the reactor vessel to allow for the initial fill of

fresh primary sodium from the SDT.

3 The primary sodium processing subsystem provides purification (cold

trapping) for sodium used in the reactor vessel. For the reactor refueling

shutdown periods and during reactor operation, integrated cold traps

integrated with EM pumps are operated when the impurity concentration

of the primary sodium is high.
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4.The inert gas receiving and processing(IGRP) system provides liquified

and ambient gas storage, delivers inert gases of specified composition and

purity at regulated flow rates and pressures to points of usage throughout

the KALIMER, and accepts the contaminated gases through its vacuum

facilities for storage and transfer to the gas radwaste system. Three gases

are used in the KALIMER : helium, argon, and nitrogen. Helium is used

for reactor cover gas and for the fuel handling equipment. Argon is used

for cover gas for both the IHTS and the auxiliary sodium systems. Nitrogen

gas is used for cover gas, for control and mitigation of sodium-water

reaction, and use as a coolant in the primary sodium processing subsystem

5. The impurity monitoring and analysis system provides sampling,

monitoring and analysis of the sodium and nitrogen, helium and argon gas

in the KALIMER.

The primary sodium monitoring subsystem consists of a plugging

temperature indicator (PTI) connected to the primary sodium processing

subsystem (PSPS) in the auxiliary liquid metal system. Flow through the

PTI is provided by the PSPS sodium EM pump The intermediate sodium

monitoring subsystem consists of a plugging temperature indicator (PTI)

connected to the intermediate sodium processing system (ISPS) in the

auxiliary liquid metal system.
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